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Executive Summary

Executive Summary
This Technical Note (TN) reports on Work Package 3000 of the proposal, which is the Evaluation
Guidelines Development. The aim of this Work Package is to develop evaluation guidelines for
Disruptive Space Technology (DST) candidates, using a theoretical framework. It fits within the
overall project structure as the evaluation Guidelines Development part, as highlighted in the overall
structure of the project depicted in Figure 1. In this figure, the second chapter focusses on a
literature study, which evaluates the different tools and techniques used for evaluating and
forecasting technologies. The third chapter involves an evaluation criteria resulting from a literature
review of DTs. The fourth chapter describes and evaluates a list of criteria resulting from the theory
in Chapter 3 and the Theory of DSTs from TN01. The fifth chapter combined the highest rated
methods and criteria in a customized DST evaluation method. These chapters are elaborated in
more detail below.

Figure 1: Overall structure of research

Chapter 2: Evaluation Tools & Techniques Review
This chapter focusses on the review of evaluation tools and techniques to create a theoretical
framework for the evaluation guidelines.
The first task involves a review of the evaluation or forecasting methods already used inside and
outside the space sector. This is done by analyzing established consultancies and institutions and
analyzing their methodologies.
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The second part elaborates on the general mechanisms of evaluation methods to show how they
work, how they can be categorized and what their advantages and disadvantages are. This is done
by analyzing the key features of evaluation methods and proposing a categorization framework.
The third part includes a review of the most commonly used evaluation methods and their
applicability to DSTs. In Table 2-4 (Section 2.6), the conclusions with respect to evaluation methods
are summarized. This table contains the discussed methods along with the required information
input, type of forecast, applicability in forecasting DSTs, work effort and pro’s and con’s. The most
promising methods are used for the creation of the evaluation guidelines for DST candidates. The
Scanning Monitoring and Tracking techniques (SMTs), Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) and Delphi
Method are ranked highest on their applicability to DSTs.
SMTs are deemed impractical within the scope of the present research as they require an extensive
time investment. It would, nonetheless, be advisable to implement SMTs in future DST searches, as
they will mitigate chances of unexpected DSTs arising. In addition, they can be used to track other
kind of innovations (e.g. incremental, radical, game-changing, cross-cutting). This can be done by
expanding the technology database created in TN03 and implementing a technology tracking
system. SMTs are also used by NASA in their External Governmental Technologies (EGT) database.
Because of the obvious benefits they provide, SMTs will still be taken into consideration when
selecting criteria for the evaluation guidelines. The other two methods, AHP and Delphi, are used
for the creation of the evaluation guidelines for potential DSTs.

Chapter 3: Evaluation Criteria Review
This chapter focusses on a review of forecasting and evaluation methods, from which criteria might
be derived and used in the selected evaluation methods. Criteria relate to factors that determine if a
technology will be disruptive or not. Besides the perceived performance mix, which was determined
in TN01 of the present project as a viable framework for performance criteria, several other factors
might be applicable as criteria in the evaluation guidelines.
Business management literature has already produced several papers and books on evaluating,
forecasting, and predicting disruptive technologies. Chapter 3 analyzes these sources and their
corresponding methods in order to determine if their view on DTs fits with the theory of DSTs, what
their evaluation methodology is and whether or not the methodology is applicable for evaluating
DSTs. The result of this analysis is summarized in Table 3-2. (Section 3.8), which lists the different
methods and their criteria as well as applicability to DST. The most promising criteria are used in the
evaluation guidelines for DSTs.

Chapter 4: Criteria Definition
This chapter describes the evaluation criteria that measure the disruptiveness of space technology
concepts. Sources of these criteria are the theory of DSTs elaborated in TN01 and the criteria from
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Executive Summary
different DT prediction methodologies (cf. Chapter 3). The different criteria from these sources are
sorted into the four categories of the macro-environmental domains of the STEP analysis:
•
•
•
•

Social Domain
Technological Domain
Economic Domain
Political Domain

The goal of this chapter is to gather the criteria that indicate a potential for disruptiveness within
space technologies. Only the ones with the highest potential to measure disruptiveness are used in
the DST evaluation guidelines and therefore not all criteria are used. Some of them aim at
measuring the disruptiveness of a DST candidate while others have more of a classification purpose.
Additionally, some criteria require a higher workload than others or need to be applied for an
extended period of time in order to act as an indicator for the measurement of disruptiveness.
Nevertheless, the identified criteria can also be used as a general guideline handbook for evaluating
DST candidates. This can be helpful in regard to later technology evaluation activities within ESA.
In the conclusion of this chapter, the criteria are assessed with respect to the strength of their
disruption indication and the required workload to measure it. Additionally, they are ordered
according to the most promising methods for evaluating DSTs (cf. Chapter 2). The results of the
criteria analysis is illustrated in the graph in Figure 4-5 (Section 4.5). This graph lists the criteria on a
measuring strength versus work effort axis.

Chapter 5: Evaluation Guidelines
In this chapter, the evaluation guidelines used to assess space technology concepts for their
disruptiveness are described. These guidelines are created using the methods and criteria researched
and elaborated on in previous chapters. All of these methods and criteria have been appraised on
their applicability to DST concepts and the most promising methods and criteria are combined
within the evaluation guidelines. The evaluation process starts with a database of potential DSTs,
the steps involved in creating this database are described in TN03.
The AHP is used in order to pre-select the most promising technologies out of the potential DST
database. The result of the AHP is a ranking of the technologies according to the technology
domain they belong to. An overview of AHP with respect to the pre-selection of technologies is
depicted in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: AHP with respect to the pre-selection of technologies overview

From each technology domain set in the search scope of TN01 (Spacecraft Electrical Power,
Materials & Processes, Propulsion and On-Board Data Systems), the top 5 potential DSTs are
selected and used as input for the Delphi method. Experts from each domain are identified and
their participation in the method is requested. The Delphi involves several iterative rounds, whose
aim it is to achieve a consensus among the experts. The iterative rounds are supported by desk
research, which is providing background information on the technologies. The process of Delphi
and the supportive desk research is depicted in Figure 3.
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Figure 3: Delphi overview

Conclusion & Further Research
The evaluation guidelines for potential DSTs, which are developed in this TN, are based on the
theoretical framework of DSTs developed in TN01. They are structured according to the STEP
framework while the methods used are: AHP, Delphi, and a supportive desk research. The overall
logic of the evaluation guidelines is depicted in Figure 4. The evaluation guidelines are used on the
technology database, which is created using a customized DST search strategy developed and
implemented in TN03, which documents on WP4000: Broadcast scan. In TN03, the first part of the
evaluation guidelines, the AHP, is also utilized as a pre-selection and ranking method.
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Figure 4: Overview of Evaluation Guidelines

After this pre-selection, the AHP results are presented to ESA in the mid-term review. ESA is offered
the opportunity to select several technologies from the ranked potential DST list. These selected
potential DSTs are then further evaluated using the Delphi method and supportive desk research in
TN04. This part evaluates the technologies in much greater detail and results in a second ranked list,
which is again presented to ESA for selection. The final lists of technologies per domain are then
subjected to a Roadmapping process, which is described in TN05.
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1 Introduction
This Technical Note (TN) reports on Work Package 3000, which is the Evaluation Guidelines
Development of Project 4000101818/10/NL/GLC. The aim of this Work Package is to develop
evaluation guidelines for Disruptive Space Technology (DST) candidates, using a theoretical
framework. It fits within the overall project structure as the evaluation guidelines development part,
as highlighted in the overall structure of the project depicted in Figure 1-1.

Figure 1-1: Overall structure of research

The Evaluation Method Review is described Chapter 2, covering WP 3100 displayed in the
Management Proposal. Within this chapter, a range of key evaluation groups are identified and
analyzed. After this, the key features of evaluation methods are analyzed and an overview of the
different evaluation and forecasting methods is given. This involves a review of twenty-two methods
structured according to a strategic analysis framework. This review contains a description of the
methods and analyses their applicability to evaluating potential DSTs.
In Chapter 3, the evaluation or forecasting methods for Disruptive Technologies (DTs), described in
literature are analyzed upon their evaluation criteria. Most of these methods encompass a view on
DTs, which is different from the classical by Christensen [RD 2]. As the theory of DSTs is also
different from the classical view, these methods and their criteria are analyzed on their applicability
to DSTs.
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In Chapter 4 the most applicable criteria from Chapter 3 are applies, as well as the theory of DST
described in TN03, to create a range of criteria which measure a DST. In addition, the criteria are
ordered according to their applicability to the methods which were identified as most applicable in
Chapter 2. Chapter 3 and 4 cover WP3200 of the management proposal: Criteria definition.
The 5th and final chapter involves the creation of the evaluation guidelines and covers WP3300 of
the management proposal. This chapter combines the methods and criteria with the highest
applicability to DSTs, identified in the chapters before. These guidelines will be used to evaluate
technologies with high potential for disruption identified through the search method to be
developed in TN03.
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2 Evaluation Tools & Techniques Review
This chapter focusses on the review of evaluation tools and techniques to create a theoretical
framework for the evaluation guidelines.
The first task involves a review of the evaluation or forecasting methods already used for technology
evaluation in- and outside the space sector. This is done by analyzing consultancies and institutions
working on evaluation and forecasting methods both in- and outside of the space sector and
analyzing their methodologies. This part serves as a theoretical framework for the development of
an evaluation guideline for Disruptive Space Technologies.
The second part elaborates on the general mechanisms of evaluation methods to show how they
work, how they can be categorized and what their pit falls are. This will be done by analyzing the
key features of evaluation methods and proposing a categorization framework.
The third part includes a review of the most commonly used evaluation methods and their
applicability to DSTs.

The present chapter starts by elaborating on a search of key evaluation groups. They are identified
as being key forecasting & technology evaluation groups both in and outside of the space sector.
The methods being used by them will give an insight in their different focus areas and what is
applicable to the space sector. Only the most important groups are listed, which have a dominant
position in evaluation and forecasting of technologies. In addition, the analysis focusses on
European actors as this might be most applicable.
Table 2-1 shows groups which are working on evaluation and forecasting outside the space sector.
As can be seen, most focus on technology assessment, especially the organizations that focus on
policy seem to prefer technology assessment methods. From this, it can be concluded that
technology assessment methods are most applicable for this area. For groups within the technology
focus area, Delphi is the preferred method.
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Table 2-1: Technology evaluation groups
Name

Type of method used

Association of Professional; Futurists (APF) Variable
Committee for the Future
Evaluate white papers
European Parliamentary Technology
Assessment
Technology assessment
Predicting the state of
markets in the future
Fast future
Forecast Pro
Extrapolation
Foresight consulting
Predicting state of policies
Multi-client study, R&D
evaluation Trend
Future directions GmbH
identification
Future Management group
The five futures glasses
Futurestudies
Forecasts
Global Foresight Network
Expert opinions
Infinite futures
Scenario
Institute of Technology Assessment
Technology assessment
IST
Technology assessment
Kate Thomas & Kleyn
Future Management™
Leading futurists
Scenario, state of markets
Norwegian Board of Technology
Technology assessment
Evaluating technological
OPECST
options
Outsights
Value metrics
Parliamentary Office of Science and
Technology
Technology assessment
Rathenau Instituut
Technology assessment
Futures, strategy or change
Shaping Tomorrow -The Foresight Network
management article
TAB Technology Assessment at the German
Parliament
Scenario
TA-Swiss
Technology assessment
Techcast
Continuous delphi method
Technology Futures Inc
Five Views of the Future™
The Futures Group
Unknown
Desktop Research, Delphi,
Trend database, Trend
ZUKUNFTSINSTITUT
scouting

Focus area

Type

Country

Variable
Policy

Association
Advisory

US - Int
Fi

Policy

Advisory

EU

Economic
Demand
Politic

Consultancy
Software
Consultancy

UK
US
UK

Technology
Marketing
Economic/Social
Diverse
Economic
Policy
Policy
Behaviour change
Marketing
Policy

Consultancy
Consultancy
Consultancy
Network
Consultancy
Advisory
Advisory
Consultancy
Consultancy
Advisory

DE
DE
UK
US - Int
UK
AT
BE
BE
US
NO

Policy
Technology

Advisory
Consultancy

FR
UK

Policy
Policy

Advisory
Advisory

UK
NL

Policy

Network

US - Int

Policy
Policy
Technology
Technology
Social

Advisory
DE
Advisory
CH
Online community US - Int
Consultancy
US - Int
Consultancy
US

Technology

Institute

DE

Table 2-2 lists the evaluation groups inside the space sector. Within the space sector, the preferred
methods seem to be more qualitative because expert opinions and decision analysis techniques
seem to be predominant. The organizations can be contacted for information concerning their
methods and possible to gain access to their methods results.
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Table 2-2: Technology evaluation groups within the space sector
Name
ACT

Type of method used
Proposal evaluation

Analysis
DESE

Market analysis
Decision analysis

Euroconsult
Futron

Expert reviews
Decision-support models
Stage gate evaluation of
disruptive concepts + Expert
Innovation Triangle Initiative opinions
Pizza bin approach for
NIAC
technology assessment
OECD
Scenario analysis
Scientific Consulting
Evaluation of investments
feasibility studies for future
SEA
instruments and missions
Investment in space
Space Angels Network
ventures
Scanning, Monitoring and
Tauri Group
tracking
Teal group
Scenarios
W. L. Pritchard & Co.
Decision analysis

Focus area
Advanced concepts
Strategic insights for
satellite operators
Technology assessment
Strategic planning &
Market analysis
Decision management

Type
Agency

Country
NL

Consultancy
Consultancy

UK
US

Consultancy
Consultancy

FR
US

Breakthrough concepts

Agency

NL

Technology assessment
Future market forecast
Market analysis

Agency
Organisation
Consultancy

US
FR
DE

Feasibility studies

Consultancy

UK

Business incubation

Investment

US

Advanced Concepts
Market forcast
Technology assessment

Consultancy
Consultancy
Consultancy

US
US
US

Technology evaluation methods are used to justify decisions in technology investments. After
evaluating technologies for their potential for future success, a forecast can be made. Because of
this, forecasting methods are often used as a synonym for technology evaluation methods.
Forecasting methods use information from the past to forecast events in the future as depicted in
Figure 2-1. This information can come in many forms like e.g. experience, performance data,
intuition, trends and patterns. This process is based on the assumption that powerful feedback
mechanisms in human society cause repetitive processes (i.e. future trends and events to occur in
identifiable cycles and predictable patterns based on the past).

Information
Past

Methods

Forecast

Present

Future

Figure 2-1: Overall logic of evaluation methods

Accurate evaluation methods can contribute to the selection of the best alternatives leading to the a
better state of a system. In here lays the forecasting dilemma: Selecting a technology for
development is essentially a self-fulfilling prophecy as it tries to measure if it gets developed in order
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to decide if it gets developed [RD 3]. Ergo, a space technology which is identified as a high potential
of becoming a DSTs will be invested in and in this way become disruptive. In light of this, the term
evaluation might be most appropriate because a technology concept will be evaluated on what its
possible future will be and how beneficial this will be to the actors involved.
Because of the clear benefit of evaluation, there is an extensive amount of literature on this subject.
Within this literature, different approaches of creating views on the future can be identified. In
general, these views on systems can be categorized as being either quantitative, qualitative or a
combination of both.
In general, there are two different approaches of viewing systems: a hard systems approach and a
soft systems approach according to Jackson [RD 4], which will be explained hereafter.
Hard system approach involves mostly simulations and mathematical techniques. The underlying
view of hard system approaches is that reality can be quantified and analyzed on these quantitative
variables. The benefit of these approaches is that they are highly accurate. They can however only
take simple elements into account and not complex human factors like opinions, culture and
politics. Hard systems approaches are applicable to situations which are governed by certain rules,
like physics in engineering or economic changes.
Soft system approach is used for complex systems with many human factors, which cannot easily be
quantified. It is especially useful for systems where complex human factors define interactions and
relationships. The effect of a political decision on it citizens might be an example of this approach.
This might be more applicable for the space sector as technology development is for example highly
politically influenced.

Figure 2-2: Five Views of the Future strategic analysis framework

In Figure 2-2, the axis of hard and soft system views is used to provide a categorization of
evaluation methods. On the axis from hard to soft, the Extrapolators, Pattern Analysts, Goal
Analysts, Counter Punchers and Intuitors are listed. These different categories contain several
methods which are described and assessed on their advantages, disadvantages and applicability as
evaluation methods for space technologies.
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2.1

Extrapolators

Extrapolating methods are based on the view that the future state will be a logical extension of the
past. Complex forces will drive the future in a predictable manner that can be used in creating
forecasts based on analyzing trends from the past. Due to this fact, a forecast can be made by
extrapolating the past according to mathematical principles. The methods that follow this hard view
on systems are highly quantitative in nature. Examples of extrapolators are:
•

Technology Trend Analysis

•

Fisher-Pry Analysis

•

Gompertz Analysis

•

Growth Limit Analysis

•

Learning Curve.

These forms of extrapolators are explained in the following subsections.

2.1.1 Technology Trend Analysis
Technology Trend Analysis is based on several observations of technologies advancing according to
an exponential improvement process (for example Moore’s law in number of transistors that can fit
on an integrated circuit as seen in Figure 2-3).

Figure 2-3: Trend of Moore’s Law [RD 5]
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The analysis relies on past data to determine the factor of improvement and extrapolate this to the
future. This leads to a forecast of the future based on past rate improvements in the technology.
The technique is highly quantitative and does not incorporate any physical, social or legal barriers. It
is mostly used to forecast a level of performance (e.g. technical, costs, quality, efficiency) of single
dimension competing technologies. Examples are processor manufactures competing on speed
(transistor count), hard disk drives manufactures competing on area density and solar cells
manufactures competing on efficiency.

2.1.2 Fisher-Pry Analysis
Fisher-Pry Analysis is a mathematical technique used to model the process of technology
replacement in the form of radical innovations [RD 6]. Examples of past radical innovations that
could be predicted by this technique are [RD 7]:
o

Replacement of black and white TV by color TV (more recently CRT TV’s by LCD and plasma
TV’s)

o

Replacement of nylon tire cord by rayon tire cord

o

Replacement of natural fiber by synthetic fiber

o

Replacement of dial-up connections by broadband connections

The technique is based on the theory that the adoption of radical innovations normally follows a
logistical curve for adoption also called the S-curve. The S-curve was first explained by Stafford Beer
who stated that: “Technological change can be categorized as a series of overlapping S-shaped
curves” [RD 8]. The formula for this S-curve depends on two parameters; the first one determines
the starting point of the adoption while the second one determines the rate of adoption. These
parameters can be determined by an analysis of the early adoption data, which for example is a
percentage of customers using a certain technology. After this determination the analyzed early
adoption data can be extrapolated to provide a forecast for a technology replacement process.
Results produced by this technique are highly quantitative. The formula used for the Fisher-Pry
Curve is

where:

𝑓
= 2𝑎(𝑡−𝑡(0))
1−𝑓

𝑓 = fractional ratio of substitution at time t, 𝑎 = the annual fractional growth in the early years and
𝑡(0) = take-over point where 𝑓 = ½.

2.1.3 Gompertz Analysis

The Gompertz Analysis has a high similarity to the Fisher-Pry Analysis since they both use a
mathematical technique to plot S-curves. The Gompertz Analysis differentiates itself by advanced
modeling the intense competition between two technologies. The Gompertz model usually applies
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to important consumer adoptions or substitution processes that require a major change in expense
behavior. An example of this could be the adoption of online services instead of local services. The
Fisher-Pry model usually applies to business substitutions and adoptions, or to consumer
substitutions that do not require major behavior changes or expense for example, online users who
upgrade their modems. Like the Fisher-Pry Analysis, Gompertz Analysis predicts adoption by use of
a two parameter mathematical model. In similar manner, early adoption is used to determine these
parameters and the resulting adoption curve. The difference is mainly that the S-curves coming out
of the Gompertz analysis are less ‘steep’. The formula used for the Gompertz curve has the
following standard form,

where:

𝑦 = 𝐿𝑒 −𝑏𝑒

𝑘𝑡

𝑦=
the variable representing performance, 𝐿 = the upper limit, 𝑒 =
the base of the natural
logarithms, 𝑡 = time and 𝑏 & 𝑘 = the coefficients obtained by fitting the curve to the data.

2.1.4 Growth Limit Analysis
Growth Limit Analysis is yet another form, which models technologies developments according to Sshaped curves. It differentiates itself from the former two by not predicting the adoption of a
technology in the market, but rather the maximum performance of a technology. This analysis
utilizes a logistical curve, which is called the Pearl Curve, to project the pattern in which dominant
maturing technologies will approach their development limits. The formula used for the Pearl Curve
has the following standard formula:

y=

L
1 + α e − bt

where:
𝐿 = the upper limit to the growth of the variable y, 𝑒 = the base of the natural logarithms,
𝑡 = time and 𝑎 & 𝑏 = the coefficients obtained by fitting the curve to the data

2.1.5 Conclusions for Extrapolators

Extrapolating methods cannot be used for forecasting DSTs because DSTs do not compete with
dominant technologies on their primary performance dimension. This makes the extrapolation of a
trend of the past in the performance of the primary performance dimension useless because one
characteristic of DSTs is that they will not follow this trend.
Additionally, for extrapolation, a forecaster would need many accurate data points over a relatively
long period in order to extrapolate the trend, which are usually not available in the space sector.
This is caused by the irregular use of space technologies which makes identifying trends very
complicated and rarely accurate (usage of space technology is highly dependent on missions).
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Because of this, extrapolation methods inhibit the evaluation of technologies as no past data can be
extrapolated.
On top of this, technologies often do not follow distinct patterns and often jump in performance
after reaching a plateau for some time [RD 12]. Due to these reasons, it is not recommended to use
extrapolator forecasting techniques for the evaluation of DSTs. Extrapolators have the following
advantages and disadvantages:
Advantages
+

Forecasts based on extrapolation methods are backed up by historical data, which is
usually highly accurate and relatively easy to obtain

+

Very accurate predictions can be made if it can be proved that technologies follow a
certain rate of improvement over an extended amount of time

+

Predictions are usually made relatively quickly, as they do not rely on expert inputs

+

Using only quantitative data eliminates the factor of bias

Disadvantages

2.2

-

Prediction of performance gain only works for technologies focusing on one
performance dimension

-

Methods do not take physical restrictions into account like size or complexity

-

Methods do not take market factors into account like market restriction and
regulations

-

Changes in driving forces (e.g. customer demand, development in adjacent
technologies, development of new materials) might change the development of a
technology

Pattern Analysts

Pattern analysts assume that future technology adoption will reflect the process of past technology
adoptions. This view of reality has led to a method of identifying and analyzing analogous situations
of the subject technology and applying the found patterns to predict the future development of the
technology. The adoption of color television, for example, closely followed that of black-and-white
television and that, in turn, followed the pattern of radio adoption. Thus, one might reasonably
forecast the pattern for future adoption of high-definition television by examining the pattern of
past adoption of color television. However, it is quite possible to choose an invalid analogy and, in
any case, future developments never exactly replicate past analogies. This field differentiates itself
from extrapolators in a way that it is broader, i.e. focusing on more than a single performance
dimension or technology replacement. The following paragraph describes the pattern analysis
methods:
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•
•
•
•

Analogy Analysis
Precursor Trend Analysis
Morphological Matrices
Feedback Models

2.2.1 Analogy Analysis
Analogy analysis is based on the view that patterns of diffusion of technological innovations are
often analogical to that of similar technologies in the past. Analysis forecasters identify appropriate
analogies and analyze similarities and differences. Generally, having more examples minimizes the
probability of selecting false or inappropriate analogies. An example of this method is illustrated in
Figure 2-4. In this, a foreign system is compared to a current system, in order to create a prediction
on the occurrence of events. Occurrences D and E are forecasted based on the pattern observed in
the past. The result of the analogy analysis usually does not predict one future but rather a range of
futures. As a result this method is semi-quantitative in nature.

Figure 2-4: Example of the use of an analogy method [RD 13]

2.2.2 Precursor Trend Analysis
Precursor trend analysis makes a forecast based on the fact of recurrence of a time lag between
technology developments in different fields. It projects the timeframe future developments in a new
technology by correlating them with previous developments in a related leading technology. For
example, the first application of technical advances in passenger cars (e.g. anti-lock brake system,
traction control, four-wheel drive) typically occurred approximately four years after their application
in race cars. Similarly, the applications of new technologies in commercial products tend to follow
laboratory demonstrations by a relatively constant period. This has been researched by Agarwal and
Bayus [RD 14] who state that there is a general relation between invention, commercialization, firm
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takeoff (the point where a firm get investors and starts to grow) and sales takeoff (where the
product becomes economically viable). This relation has been illustrated in Table 2-3.
Using this analysis the future of technology lag can be determined by analyzing the precursor
technology and the past similar technology replacements. Results of this technique are highly
quantitative and rely on the selection of the right past similar technology replacements and
precursors for its accuracy.

Table 2-3: Product Innovations and their development [RD 14]
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The results from Table 2-3 are summarized in Figure 2-5. As can be seen, there is a general trend
between Invention, Commercialization, firm takeoff and sales takeoff.

Figure 2-5: Descriptive statistics for the market evolution of product innovations [RD 14]

2.2.3 Feedback Models
Feedback models are techniques which allow the modeling on interactions of technical, market,
societal, and economic factors as the future unfolds. It utilizes a computer model which
mathematically specifies relationships between each of the relevant factors. For example, advances
in science may result in higher performing technology that could result in increased sales and more
funds for science. These models are part of the system dynamics approach. This technique is highly
quantitative, however it is often used to examine qualitative consequences of trends, events, or
decisions.

2.2.4 Conclusion Pattern Analysts
Pattern Analysis is reasonably applicable to Disruptive Space Technologies. Especially Precursor
Analysis might be applicable in determining the timeframe of the dominant technology’s disruption
by the Disruptive Space Technology. This is probably hard to determine due to the low frequency in
which space technologies are used. For the same reason Analogy Analysis is not applicable because
of the inaccuracy of past data and the major differences between space technologies.
Morphological matrices might be useful for one company to assess new fields of technology
development but it is not applicable as an evaluation or forecasting method. It might, however, be
applicable as a search method but this falls out of the scope of this research. Feedback models are
unsuitable for an evaluation method for DSTs due to lack of data concerning the relationships
between factors.
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Advantages
+

The usage of repetitive patterns of the past can give accurate forecasts of the future

+

Because the forecast is based on past data it has a high validity

+

When the correct analogy is picked, a relative high accurate forecast can be made

Disadvantages

2.3

-

Picking the wrong past event for analogy will lead to a false forecast

-

It is very difficult to find an analogy that completely fits to the present situation

-

The quantitative approach to qualitative problems might lead to one sided forecasts

-

It is hard to take the complexity of markets into account using this technique, which
may lead to choosing the wrong analogy

Goal Analysts

Goal analysts assume that the future is caused by the beliefs and actions of various individuals,
organizations, and institutions. The future is therefore not determined and is susceptible to
alteration by one or several of these entities. Because of this, a forecast can be made using the
stated and implied goals of the various decision makers and trendsetters. In case of the space
industry an example would be the European space policy and the included technology objectives
which serve as a strategy for the technology development in Europe. Examples of goal analysts are:
•
•
•
•

Impact analysis
Content analysis
Stakeholder analysis
Patent analysis

2.3.1 Impact Analysis
Impact Analysis is a brainstorming technique used to assess the impact of an event (innovation) on
its surroundings. It is a relatively simple formal method, which takes the fact into account that in a
complex social system trends, innovations, and decisions often have consequences that are neither
intended nor foreseen. Because of this, brainstorm practices are applied to identify the range of
impacts an innovation might have. Brainstorm sessions force human brains to follow alternative
thought processes and in this way allows for the detection of the unforeseen. The results of this
technique are highly qualitative in nature.
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2.3.2 Content Analysis
Content Analysis is a technique for weighting the relative importance of social, political,
commercial, and economical events through measuring the amount of media attention the event
receives. If a trend can be found involving the media attention of column-inches in newspapers,
time allocated on television, and, more recently, number of items on the internet forecasters can
extrapolate this and in doing so make a forecast of future events. In the area of technological
innovations, this technique can be used to project advances in new technologies through measuring
the attention a possible new technology receives. Although this is a qualitative technique, the
results are often displayed in quantitative format. Recently many of these content analysis
techniques have begun surfacing. Most notable tools are Google Trends [RD 16] (results shown in
Figure 2-6, where A-F are news items and Search Volume Index is the relation between keyword
searches and average searches over a period of time), Recorded Future, Shaping Tomorrow, World
Future Society and the Web Bot Project. Google Trends analyses the number of new items and the
number of searches for a certain query. This tool could be used to get a fast view on the attention a
technology receives. Unfortunately, it does not work for specialized searches yet; only for frequently
entered search items.

Figure 2-6: Google trends graph for the search term space [RD 16]

2.3.3 Stakeholder Analysis
Stakeholder Analysis is a formal method that measures the influence that individuals and institutions
have on future developments. This technique analyzes the importance that each individual or group
assign to these issues and the relative influence that they might have on events. The resulting
analysis is partially quantitative and is often used to test the validity of forecasts that might be
impacted by unexpected opposition or support. An example of this method is illustrated in Figure
2-7, where the interests and decision power of various stakeholders is analyzed.
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Figure 2-7: Stakeholder map [RD 17]

2.3.4 Patent Analysis
An analysis of the filed patents can indicate the interest companies and researchers have of a
certain technology. It is based on the assumption that an increasing number of filed patents are
early indicators for the success of a technology. When analyzing these trends, maybe in
combination with an analysis of analogous technologies, a forecast for the future can be made. The
results of this analysis are presented in a quantified manner but their use in decision making is
based on a qualitative evaluation. An example of a patent analysis of power storage is illustrated in
Figure 2-8. The figure shows the real data of patents that were submitted concerning Nickel
Cadmium, Lead Acid, Nickel Metal, Lithium, and Fuel cell power storage. As can be seen, the area
of fuel cells has been getting increased attention over the last few years while patents in lithium
batteries have always been high.
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Figure 2-8: Number of patent applications of different power sources [RD 18]

2.3.5 Conclusion for Goal Analysts
In general, goal analysts are well applicable for forecasting Disruptive Space Technologies because
they analyze markets instead of focusing on the technology.
Impact analysis, however, has little predictive value as it merely describes the impact of an
innovation if it would be successful. Because of this, it is not usable for predicting Disruptive Space
Technologies.
Content Analysis might be very helpful in the future as these techniques develop but is not useable
yet, because it cannot follow trends of specific technologies.
Stakeholder Analysis is usable as the stakeholders for technology development in the European
space sector are both pushers and pullers (for more information on technology development push
or pull, examine TN01). This tool might, however, be more of a tool that helps with the
development rather than for evaluation.
Patent Analysis is also applicable for predicting the success of innovations as it determines the
interest of academia and the amount of research being done on it. However, this might not be a
strong indicator for Disruptive Space Technologies as they are sometimes unexpected by the main
market and therefore a level of interest might merely be an indication of a sustaining innovation.
Advantages
+

The success of an innovation is determined by the market adoption, therefore an
extensive evaluation of the market (through stakeholders, content, and patent
analysis) can be an accurate forecasting method

+

Content Analysis will potentially prove to be a very accurate technique in the future
as this provides a quick real time indication of interest in a certain technology
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+

Stakeholders Analysis goes to the core of decision makers concerning technologies

+

Patent Analysis is a clear indication of the academic interest in a certain technology

Disadvantages

2.4

-

An indication of interest by the development parties alone has no direct influence of
the success of a technology

-

Merely an increase in content concerning the technology is not a direct indicator for
the success of a technology

Counter Punchers

Counter Punchers assume that forces shaping the future are highly complex and therefore future
events are essentially unpredictable. They propose that the best way of handling the future is by
identifying a wide range of possible trends and events by monitoring changes in technical and
market environments. The way to cope with changes from an unpredictable future is by
maintaining a high degree of flexibility in the technology planning process. The methods discussed
in this section are:
•
•
•

Scanning, Monitoring, and Tracking techniques
Alternate Scenarios
Decision Analysis

2.4.1 Scanning, Monitoring and Tracking Techniques
Scanning, Monitoring and Tracking techniques are based on the principle that for most new
technologies a considerable amount of time is required from invention to innovation. When
considering this, an alert organization can take advantages of this lag-time through the techniques
discussed before. While all techniques involve the scanning of the environment, they do differ in
purpose, methodology, and degree of focus.
Scanning techniques involve a broad scan of the environment in order to detect promising
technologies and different trends. Monitoring follows the trend in broad fields and markets. Finally,
tracking involves the continuous observation of developments in a specified area (specific
technologies, market developments etc.). Results of these techniques can be highly quantitative to
basically qualitative, depending on the technique used. These techniques require a high amount of
effort over a continuous period but provide a real-time protection against disruptive effects within a
market.

2.4.2 Alternate Scenarios
The Alternate Scenarios technique is a structured method in which a number of individual forecasts
are combined into a series of comprehensive, feasible narratives about how the future might
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develop. A good example of this is the OECD report Space 2030 [RD 19], which analyzes three
scenarios for the future of the space sector: ‘Smooth sailing’, ‘Back to the future’ and ‘Stormy
weather’. They explained their decision to use this method with the following quote:
“Because of the long timeframe adopted here, a scenario-based approach was adopted for an
analysis of the demand side. Indeed, when exploring inherently unpredictable futures – as is the
case for the future of the space sector – the building of a range of scenarios offers a superior
alternative for decision analysis, contingency planning or mere exploration of the future, since
uncertainty is an essential feature of scenarios.”
This Alternate Scenarios technique can be used as an assistance tool for complex decisions such as
technology investment decisions. Although this can also be done by using a Single Scenario
technique, an Alternate Scenarios technique adopts a view that not one certain future can be
forecasted but rather a range of opportunities for forecasts.

2.4.3 Decision Analysis
Decision Analysis techniques involve the detailed analysis of a decision using multiple criteria and
weights originating from the operations research field. These methods can use a combination of
quantitative and qualitative inputs to deliver a quantitative result. These methods can be used for a
variety of decisions but for the field of innovation and technology development they are mostly
used as investment decision methods. Below several different techniques are elaborated:

2.4.3.1

Analytic Hierarchy Process

The Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) is a method for multi-criteria decision analysis [RD 20]. It
involves the reduction of complex decisions to a series of pair-wise comparisons, then synthesizing
the results, decision-makers arrive at the best decision with a clear rationale for that decision. Users
of the AHP first decompose their decision problem into a hierarchy of more easily comprehended
sub-problems, each of which can be analyzed independently. Once the hierarchy is built, the
decision makers systematically evaluate its various elements by comparing them to one another. In
making the comparisons, the decision makers can use concrete data about the elements, or they
can use their judgments about the elements' relative meaning and importance. It is the essence of
the AHP that human judgments, and not just the underlying information, can be used in performing
the evaluations. This makes the technique semi-qualitative. An example of the AHP is shown in
Figure 2-9.
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Figure 2-9: Example of AHP [RD 21]

2.4.3.2

Concept Scoring

The concept scoring matrix incorporates a ranking of concepts through a structured method [RD
22]. It involves the selection of a concept for investment by taking the following steps:
1. Prepare a selection matrix
2. Rate concepts
3. Rank concepts
4. Combine and improve concepts
5. Select one or more concepts
6. Reflect on the results of the process
An example of the matrix used in this method is illustrated in Figure 2-10. It shows a scoring of
different cup holder concepts for boats. The method uses a weighted factor to adjust the level
importance of the selected criteria. The allocation of the weighted factor per criteria will differ with
every evaluated concept and will have to be determined by the evaluator. Most criteria will result in
numbers, which can be compared with each other.
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Figure 2-10: Scoring matrix [RD 22]

2.4.4 Conclusion for Counter Punchers
Out of the Counter Punchers, some techniques are more applicable to forecasting Disruptive Space
Technologies than others.
Scanning, Monitoring and Tracking techniques are well applicable to organizations wishing to
follow particular technology developments over time. Although the authors agree that this
technique might lead to good results, they are however concerned with the amount of effort it
takes to continually track the development of all technologies within the space sector. Therefore, it
is concluded that an evaluation at a single point in time might be more efficient.
The Alternative Scenarios technique is not applicable to forecasting Disruptive Space Technologies
as an investment decision maker has no use of different scenarios in the case of a technology
disruption. More applicable is a single scenario technique, however, this has the disadvantage of
providing a definitive view on the future and thus closing an investment decision maker’s mind to
alternative scenarios.
Decision Analysis techniques are very applicable to evaluation of Disruptive Space Technologies
because their aim can be seen as evaluation for investment decisions. The AHP, for example, can be
used to rate technology concepts on different criteria and weigh them according to expert opinions.
The Concept Scoring method in turn can be used to provide a scoring matrix for ratings on different
criteria and compensate them with weights.
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Advantages
+

Applicable for long term forecasts

+

Allows for the continuously tracking for trends decreasing response time to
innovations

+

Allows a range of several events instead of one fixed event, which forces decision
makers to deal with uncertainty

+

Decision Analysis allows for an evaluation on several criteria and can therefore
encompass a range of other methods and measure them together

Disadvantages

2.5

-

Mostly applicable to long term forecasts

-

A wide range of trends or alternative scenarios are not applicable to specific cases

Intuitors

Intuitors are a group of futurists that believe that the future will be realized through a complex
mixture of trends, random occurrences and the actions of individuals and institutions. Because of
this complexity they believe that no technique can provide an accurate forecast of the future.
Therefore, they usually rely on the subconscious information processing capability of the human
brain and use this to provide useful insights about the future. They do this by feeding the brain with
information and allow intuition and experience (tacit knowledge) of experts to make judgments on
the likelihood of a future. Methods included in this section are:
•
•

The Delphi Method
Nominal Group Conferencing

•

Structured and Unstructured Interviews

2.5.1 The Delphi Method
The Delphi Method is a widely used and accepted technique for achieving convergence of opinion
and gathering data from respondents within their domain of expertise [RD 23]. Its far-reaching field
of application includes two particular uses that represent the main goals of Delphi surveys and their
benefits: The first is to provide judgmental data in areas, where hard data is either unavailable or
too costly to obtain and can be used as input data in studies. The use of the Delphi technique excels
in the process of supplying decision makers with reliable expert opinions [RD 50]. In addition, it is
often used as forecasting tools or as part of technology forecasting methods [RD 54].
The Delphi Method has its origins in US American defense research. Sponsored by the United States
Air Force and developed by the RAND Corporation in the mid-1950s mainly by Norman Dalkey and
Olaf Helmer, it had the purpose of estimating the effects of a massive atomic attack on the United
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States [RD 50]. Even if all factors could have been assessed, which is considered unlikely, a statistical
analysis of this scale would not have been possible with the computers of that time. Thus, taking
into account the opinion of experts was the only feasible solution for a prediction of that kind and
delivered the original justification for the first Delphi study [RD 53].
Since its invention, the Delphi Method has come a long way. While used mainly as a technology
forecasting tool in the mid-1960s, it has evolved to arguably one of the most popular incentive
evaluation methods today with the number of studies being conducted rising in only a decade from
a three digit count in the late 1960s to a four digit number in the 1970s [RD 53]. Since then, the
field of application has been extensively diversified and its characteristics have been expanded in
practice and in literature [RD 49].
A general description of the Delphi Method given by Wechsler reads as follows: “It is a survey which
is steered by a monitor group, comprises several rounds of a group of experts, who are anonymous
among each other and for whose subjective-intuitive prognoses a consensus is aimed at. After each
survey round, a standard feedback about the statistical group judgment calculated from median
and quartiles of single prognoses is given and if possible, the arguments and counterarguments of
the extreme answers are fed back [...]” [RD 56].
There are two basic forms of the Delphi process [RD 53]. The first is the “paper-and-pencil version”
where a small monitor team develops a questionnaire, which is then sent to the participants of the
survey. Upon return of the questionnaire, a new questionnaire is created based on the answers on
the original one. The next iteration round informs the participants of the results of the first round
and gives them the opportunity to re-evaluate their opinions taking into consideration the
knowledge of the entire group. This form is called the “conventional Delphi”.
The second form called “Delphi Conference” replaces the monitor team with a computer
programmed to carry out the compilation of the group results. This approach has the advantage
that the delay between the iteration rounds is eliminated and the process is concluded much faster.
It requires however, that the characteristics of the communication are well defined before the
Delphi is undertaken since they cannot be later adjusted according to the group responses [RD 53].
One of the main advantages of the Delphi method is that is constitutes a process of gaining
consensus from a group of experts while maintaining their anonymity to decrease bias. Bias can
come from communication that occurs in a group process and deals with individual interests rather
than focusing on solving the problem [RD 47]. Furthermore, it can come from the effect that
dominant individuals have over others in terms of opinion forming.
Another big advantage of this method is the minimal cost for maximum output as illustrated by
Jillson in the example of a policy Delphi on drug abuse, a special form of the Delphi method [RD
52], [RD 55]. The ability to conduct a Delphi with respondents spread over a wide geographic area is
another big advantage of the Delphi method.
Time requirements can be seen as one of the biggest concerns toward the Delphi method. The
conclusion of each iteration round can only be conducted once all the participants have sent in their
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answers. As a consequence to this delay, a lot of participants will lose interest and drop out the
study. Lindstone & Turoff regard the following as the most common reasons for a Delphi failure [RD
53]:
•
•
•
•
•

Imposing monitor views and preconceptions of a problem upon the respondent group
Assuming that Delphi can be a surrogate for all other human communications
Poor techniques of summarizing and presenting the group response
Ignoring and not exploring disagreements
Underestimating the demanding nature of a Delphi and the fact that respondents should he
recognized as consultants and properly compensated for their time

2.5.2 Nominal Group Conferencing
Nominal Group Conferencing is a formal technique used to structure expert opinions. The
technique resembles mechanisms used in Brainstorming techniques but requires the active
participation of all the participants. Just like in Brainstorming, it forces participants to think along
different lines than usual. Examples of this include: To generate new ideas, to assess the ideas of
others, to jointly examine the implications of new ideas, and to formally evaluate a series of options.
The technique is often used to project future developments and the results are usually semiquantitative.

2.5.3 Interviews
Structured and Unstructured Interviews are well known methods of gathering information from
experts concerning their thoughts and opinions on how the future will unfold. Structured Interviews
consist of methods such as surveys and opinion polls. It is provided that the interviewers know
beforehand what they would like to know from the interviewees. In contrast, in Unstructured
Interviews the subject is broadly set but the details are less defined. The results of the interview are
determined by the interviewee’s answers to each question.

2.5.4 Conclusion Intuitors
In general, Intuitors are very applicable in forecasting Disruptive Space Technologies. Especially the
Delphi technique is applicable since it involves a group of experts, which has to reach a consensus
on a question. It depends, however, on the questions asked if the Delphi method can be useful
since Disruptive Space Technologies are not easy to find; experts can be questioned according to
disruptive indicators. Additionally, the Delphi method benefits from anonymity, which decreases
bias and is applicable to long distance communication. Especially the communication point makes
the Delphi technique very applicable for the space sector as experts are often located all over the
world. This also makes the nominal group conferencing and interview techniques less applicable as
traveling for interviews might be highly time-consuming. This problem can be solved through the
usage of teleconference techniques although this might decreases the effectiveness of
communication.
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Advantages
+

Forecasts are made on data from reliable, experienced sources (experts)

+

Forecast results have a high validity

+

Using multiple rounds (Delphi method) may reduce bias factors

+

Uncertainty of the future and multi-objectivity can be incorporated

Disadvantages

2.6

-

Often the view of experts is one sided, which may lead from blind-sightedness to
unexpected events

-

Bias factors are large and difficult to mitigate for intuitive forecasts

Conclusion of Evaluation Tools

In Table 2-4, the conclusions with respect to evaluation methods are summarized. This table
contains the discussed methods along with the required information input, type of forecast,
applicability in forecasting DSTs, work effort and pro’s and con’s. The most promising methods are
used for the creation of the evaluation guidelines. The Scanning Monitoring and Tracking
techniques (SMTs), Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) and Delphi Method are ranked highest on their
applicability to DSTs.
SMTs are deemed impractical within the scope of the present research as they require an extensive
time investment. It would, nonetheless, be advisable for ESA to implement SMTs in future DST
searches, as they will mitigate chances of unexpected DSTs arising. In addition, they can be used to
track other kind of innovations (e.g. incremental, radical, game-changing, cross-cutting). ESA can
do this by expanding the technology database created in TN03 and implementing a technology
tracking system. SMTs are also used by NASA in their External Governmental Technologies (EGT)
database. Because of the obvious benefits they provide, SMTs will still be taken into consideration
when selecting criteria for the evaluation guidelines. The other two methods, AHP and Delphi, are
used for the creation of the evaluation guidelines.
The other two methods, AHP and Delphi, are used for the creation of the evaluation guidelines in
Chapter 5. Additionally, within the selection of criteria in Chapter 3 and 4, these two methods will
be taken into account.
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Table 2-4: Conclusions of evaluation methods
Chapter

Method

Type of forecast
Pro's
Con's
Effort ** Applicability *
Extrapolators
Technology performance
Inability to cope with
Accuracy of forecast
2.1.1
Technology Trend Analysis
Performance data
3
2
trend
complex situations / Self/
Free
from
Bias
/
2.1.2
Fisher-Pry Analysis
Adoption data
S-Curve graph
4
2
fulfilling prophecy
Relative low time
2.1.3
Gompertz Analysis
Adoption data
S-Curve graph
4
2
/Measures only one
effort
2.1.4
Growth Limit Analysis
Performance data
S-Curve graph
3
2
performance dimension
2.1.5
Learning Curve
Cost data/performance data
Cost graph
3
3
Pattern Analysts
2.2.1
Analogy Analysis
Technology analogy data
Adoption pattern
2
2
Wrong analogy leads to
Accurate forecasts wrong forecast / Difficult
2.2.2
Precursor Trend Analysis
Adoption times
Adoption time
2
2
2.2.3
Feedback Models
Environment factors
Relationship factors
2
1
to find the right analogy
Goal Analysts
2.3.1
Impact Analysis
Brainstorm session
Unforeseen events
Merely measure the
3
2
Takes market
2.3.2
Content Analysis
Trends in media attention
Future interest
5
3
interest which is only one
factors into account
2.3.3
Stakeholder Analysis
Stakeholder information
Influence by stakeholders
4
3
factor determining the
/ low time effort
2.3.4
Patent Analysis
Patent trends
Future scientific interest
3
3
succes of a technology
Counter Punchers
Scanning, Monitoring, and
Allows for
Performance data
Continuous forecast
1
5
2.4.1
Tracking techniques
performance
Tracking is highly time
2.4.2
Alternate Scenarios
Various sources
Scenarios Forecast
2
2
tracking over time /
consuming
2.4.3
Analytic Hierarchy Process
Expert opinions
AHP model
2
5
Allows for a
2.4.4
Concept scoring
Expert opinions
Potential rating
4
4
measuring of
Intuitors
The
Delphi
Survey
2.5.1
Expert opinions
Expert ratings
2
5
technique
Reliable data
Nominal Group
Bias factors
source / Good for
2.5.2
Brainstorming data
Expert ratings
2
3
Conferencing
complex situations
Structured and
2.5.3
Interviews
Expert ratings
3
3
Unstructured Interviews
* 1, Not applicable 2,Slightly applicable 3, Reasonably applicable 4, Applicable 5, Very applicable ** 1, Heavy 2, Substantial 3, Reasonable 4, Light 5, Very little
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3 Evaluation Criteria Review
After selecting a range of methods which are applicable for evaluating space technologies, the criteria
will be determined. Criteria relate to factors that determine if a technology will be disruptive or not.
Besides the perceived performance mix, which was determined in TN01 as a viable framework for
performance criteria, several other factors might be applicable as criteria in the evaluation guidelines.
Business management literature has already produced several papers and books on evaluating,
forecasting, and predicting disruptive technologies. This chapter analyzes these sources and their
corresponding methods in order to determine if their view on DTs fits with the theory of DSTs, what
their evaluation methodology is and whether or not the methodology is applicable for evaluating DSTs.
In the conclusion, the different criteria from several sets of literature will be evaluated for their use on
DSTs. The most promising criteria will be used in the evaluation guidelines for DSTs. The different
research groups and their DT prediction methods reviewed in this chapter are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

3.1

Seeing What’s Next Methodology [RD 2]
SAILS Methodology [RD 25]
Linear Reservation Space Methodology [RD 26]
Value Trajectory Methodology [RD 27]
Scenario Planning Methodology [RD 28]
Measuring Disruptiveness Methodology [RD 29]
Propositional Framework Methodology [RD 30]

Seeing What’s Next Methodology

Since this methodology was created by the creator of the theory Christensen, it also has a `classical´
view of Disruptive Technologies [RD 2]. This theory has been renamed to disruptive innovations in order
to broaden the theory to encompass all types of innovations. Besides the theory already discussed in the
previous books, this book adds to the theory by clarifying that disruption is a process and not an event.
It does, however, still focus on the fact that disruption is affecting technology dynamics as well as
competitive dynamics. This means that in order for a technology to be disruptive, it should be promoted
by a new entrant and disrupts the business of an incumbent. It also states that Disruptive Technologies
are a relative phenomenon. In other words, what is a disruptive innovation to one company may be a
sustaining innovation to another.
This book provides a supplementary viewpoint on DTs, as evident by the statement of Christensen,
Anthony & Roth [RD 2]: “While the two previous books were aimed at managers inside firms who
wanted to defend against or attack with a disruption, Seeing What’s Next is written for those who
watch industries from the outside, and who must make important decisions based on what they see. It
will help executives, analysts, investors, and others who have a stake in a specific industry to evaluate
the impact of innovations, the outcomes of competitive battles, and the moves made by individual firms
— and to make smarter business decisions, forecasts, and stock recommendations based on those
evaluations. The goal here [in Seeing What's Next] is to dramatically increase the odds of getting things
right in the arena where wrong decisions could be devastating.”
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The methodology described by Christensen, Anthony & Roth [RD 2] can be used by decision makers
and business analysts to predict a DT by predicting industrial change according to a three-part process:
1. Identify signals of change
2. Evaluate competitive, head-to-head battles between companies loosely classified as "attackers"
and "incumbents"
3. Formulate appropriate strategic choices that can influence the outcome of competitive battles
These different steps are interlinked according to the model depicted in Figure 3-1:
2. Competitive Battles

1. Signals
of Change
Are there signs that
someone is capitalizing on
opportunities for change?

What is the likely result
of head-to-head
battles between
industry combatants?

3. Strategic Choices
Are firms making
decisions that
increase or decrease
their ultimate chances
of success?

Figure 3-1: Overall method to predict an industry change (disruption) [RD 2]

The first step of the methodology is to watch for signals of change. This includes the analysis of
customers of a certain dominant technology. Since DTs often emerge from a niche market, before
disrupting a dominant market, the analysis of undershot (technical performance is not as high as
demanded), overshot (technical performance is higher as demanded), or noncustomers is imperative. In
addition nonmarket context should be analyzed; these are signs that nonmarket players are taking
action to increase or decrease specific barriers to innovation. These signs are often regulatory or
political in nature. These signals of change are also depicted in Figure 3-2.
Undershot Customers

Overshot Customers

Signs that companies
are introducing
up-market
sustaining innovations

Signs that companies are
introducing low-end
disruptions, displacements,
or moving closer to customers

Nonconsumers
Signs that companies
are introducing
new-market
disruptive innovations

1. Signals
of Change
Are there signs that
someone is capitalizing on
opportunities for change?

Nonmarket Contexts
Signs that nonmarket
players are taking action
to increase or decrease
barriers to innovation

Figure 3-2: Signals of Change [RD 2]

The second step of the methodology includes the evaluation of competitive battles between
newcomers and incumbents. This step resembles a Strength, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats
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(SWOT) analysis of the entire industry. It aims on finding new entrants, which are capable of producing
a DT, while analyzing the incumbents in their strength and weaknesses to defend themselves. This is
also depicted in Figure 3-3.
2. Competitive Battles
What is the likely result
of head-to-head
battles between
industry combatants?

Tale of the Tape

Sword and Shield

Industry players’
strengths and
weaknesses

Identifying who is
doing what someone
else can’t or won’t do

Figure 3-3: Competitive battles [RD 2]

The third part of the methodology focuses on the strategic choices companies make. The strategic
choices focus both on the entrants and the incumbents. The incumbents are measured by their
experience in dealing with DTs in the past, while entrants are measured on their preparation of gaining
a foothold in the market and their value networks. This is also depicted in Figure 3-4.
3. Strategic Choices
Are firms making
decisions that
increase or decrease
their ultimate chances
of success?

Disruptive Black Belt

Preparation Regimen

Value Networks

Whether incumbents
have learned to
cope with the
forces that power
disruption

Whether entrants are
creating initial
conditions that
facilitate their selection
of right foothold market

Whether entrants are
choosing to locate in
freestanding or
overlapping value
networks

Figure 3-4: Strategic choices [RD 2]

The methodology of Seeing What’s Next is only partially applicable to the space sector. Especially the
signal of change step is promising as it analyses customers rather than businesses. This is applicable to
Disruptive Space Technologies because this also focusses on customer demands instead of competitive
battle between companies. For this reason the competitive battles and the strategic choices are not
applicable with respect to the DST theory.
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3.2

SAILS Methodology

The view of the Standards, Architectures, Integration, Linkages and Substitutions (SAILS) methodology
on DTs is rather rudimentary. In the first section, Vojak & Chambers [RD 25] distinguish DTs as being
equal to radical, discontinuous, and emergent improvements. This is deviant from almost all other
scholars who perform research on DTs. However, since the DST theory deviated from the normal DTs as
well, criteria or factors influencing disruption might still be applicable to the theory.
The SAILS methodology is based on five components, which are recurring contributors to disruption at
the subsystem level of the value chain. These five components are explained in Figure 3-5.

Figure 3-5: Summary of the five components of the SAILS methodology [RD 25]

The methodology involves a design engineer taking a bill of materials and applying the five perspective
of the SAILS methodology. The applicable methodology of the components can be described as follows
[RD 25]:

Standards
The process begins with the designer seeking to understand what the trends are for industry
standardization at various levels of the value-added chain and how they impact product
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performance characteristics. Standards are common in every industry and determine levels of
performance, compatibility, technology interactions etc. Participation in the standards process is
an excellent way to gain oversight in various standardizations.
Architecture
The designer moves to brainstorming of various architecture options available at each valueadded level within the super system. These first two steps set the stage for the rest of the
analysis.
Integration
The burden on the designer is to develop options for forward integration, backward integration,
and lateral integration into the rest of the super system. It also involves putting oneself in the
position of the designer of other portions of the super system and determining to what extent
your product (or some portion of the function of your product) could be a potential target of
disruption. This part of the analysis must be repeated for each standard and architecture option
under consideration. In addition, various sequences and combinations of disintegration and
reintegration must necessarily be considered. Often a blank paper approach to meeting the
system or subsystem requirements is helpful.
Linkages
One of the most difficult (and most rewarding) task is the identification of linkages between the
functional performances of all portions of the product with the performance of all other
elements of the supersystem. This part of the analysis also must be repeated for each standard
and architecture option under consideration.
Substitutions
This step is challenging since it requires the designer to seek out what he or she may currently
not be aware of, competitive threats to a component of your product or some portion of the
product that may radically replace that element. As much as with the other elements of the
methodology, this requires a proactive scanning of the technical literature to know what is out
there as well as to evaluate the level of threat or opportunity it provides. The net must be cast
very widely as the most disruptive substitutions can occur quickly through the adoption of a
component or subsystem that has already been developed for a very different application.

The SAILS methodology is not really applicable for DSTs as an evaluation method as it merely provides a
layout for analyzing potential breakthrough innovations on a sub-system level. This makes it hard to use
for evaluating technologies for their future success but rather in the selection of technologies for subsystem design purposes. It does however provide an interesting methodology for space systems
designers to identify and apply breakthrough technologies.
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3.3

Linear Reservation Space Methodology

Schmidt & Dreuhl give a modified definition of the Disruptive Technology theory [RD 26]. They claim
that the theory of DTs should relax the constraint that DTs should be introduced by new entrants. This
is especially true for the space sector as technology development is mostly the product of institutes and
research groups, while being built by industry, thus excluding any possibility of disrupting incumbents.
Additionally, it categorizes the market in which DTs can diffuse according to the position of the market.
This means that disruption can occur in fringe-markets, detached-markets and intermediate scenarios.
The theory is well applicable to the space sector as spin-off and spin-in of technologies is essential for
the future of the space sector [RD 29]. Table 3-1 lists the type of diffusion, the disruption, and examples
of different types of innovations.
Table 3-1: Mapping the Type of Innovation to the Type of Diffusion [RD 26]

The framework introduces a three-step approach based on the linear reservation space model [RD 26].
These steps and their descriptions are:
Step 1: Identify market segments and primary attributes of the product
This step involves the identification of the dominant technology’s market segment and its primary
performance attributes. In addition, it must consider the new market segments and assess along which
other performance attributes they might compete.
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Figure 3-6: Willingness to pay for Capacity as a function of market segment [RD 26]

Step 2: Assess each market segment’s willingness to pay for each attribute
This step involves the assessment of the willingness to pay for each market segment. It does this by
plotting the willingness to pay against the market segments as illustrated in Figure 3-6. As can be seen,
every market segment has a different willingness to pay for either the current, higher, lower, or lowest
capacity (capacity is measured in bits). In general the mainframe segment is willing to pay much more
for higher performance in capacity than laptop and specialty markets are willing to do.
Step 3: Assess which segments will buy a given new product over time
The third and most complicated step will involve the forecasting of how the sales of the new
technology will increase at the cost of the sales of the dominant technology. This is done by introducing
a new reservation price line for every market segment. This step is also the most complicated as no
explicit method of how to do this is given by the authors. An illustration of this method is given in
Figure 3-7, where sales of an old technology (in this case hard disk drives), is overtaken by a new
technology.
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Figure 3-7: Example of a Low-End Encroachment [RD 26]

The three step process fits very well to the theory of DSTs. Especially the first step, which involves the
identification of different market segments and the identification of performance attributes, is
applicable for evaluating DSTs. The second and third step are less applicable, however, because they are
very hard to determine for the space sector. In general, the willingness to pay for performance per
market segment and the prediction of low-end encroachment requires information, which is not
possible to get for the space sector. This is caused by the complexity of space technologies, which
causes it to compete on multiple performance attributes. In addition, determining the sales over time in
competition with the dominant technology is impossible as too many factors are influencing this to give
any accurate form of prediction.

3.4

Value Trajectory Methodology

Adner [RD 27] views DTs as innovations that are over performing upon an alternate performance
dimension. He states that: “DTs are technologies that introduce a different performance package from
mainstream technologies and are inferior to mainstream technologies along the dimensions of
performance that are most important to mainstream customers.” This view coincides with the DST
theory, stating that a DST is a technology over performing a dominant technology upon an alternate
perceived performance mix. Additionally, Adner [RD 27] mentions nothing on the competitive battles
between incumbents, a condition which is also relaxed for DSTs.
When a technology emerges, the technology is valued by the customers mainly on its most critical
performance value [RD 27]. Over time however, when the initial basic functionality or functional
threshold is reached, the perceived performance package (mix) of the technology starts to change. This
is because, even though customers still appreciate a performance gain on the critical performance
value, they do not want to make concessions to other performance attributes like e.g. cost, flexibility,
and simplicity. Therefore, customers do not want to make concessions for performance they do not
need; the mainstream market divides itself into different market niches that value different aspects of
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performance. Adner explains this by taking an example out of the microprocessor industry and
compares the Pentium processors to the Celeron processors [RD 27]. He states that even though the
Celerons are technological inferior to the Pentiums, the Celeron was and still is very successful because
it targets a market segment that values low cost more than high technical performance. Each
performance attribute is valued differently according to the customers in the corresponding market
niche. This process is illustrated in Figure 3-8 by the value trajectory, which is a two-dimensional
representation of the perceived performance mix. The graph shows the value trajectory of a market
segment that passes through several indifference curves. The indifference curve is a level of
performance needed of a functional attribute by a customer. It has three levels; low-, medium-, and
high-end market segments.

Indifference curve – Highend market segment

Indifference curve – Mediumend market segment
Indifference curve – Low-end market segment

Figure 3-8: Indifference curves and value trajectory [RD 27]

Figure 3-9 shows an example of the value trajectory of a personal computer (PC) and a personal digital
assistant (PDA). As can be seen, customers of a PDA technology are quickly satisfied with a low storage
capacity while the portability attribute is valued much higher. The customers of the PC technology have
an alternate perceived performance mix and value storage capacity higher than portability.
Other examples that have a value trajectory and indifference curves in this graph are netbooks, laptops,
and tablet PCs. The phenomenon of changing value trajectories or changing perceived performance
can also occur within one technology domain. For example, automobiles were first primarily valued on
speed, after which aesthetics, functionality, and safety became more important attributes creating an
indifference of most customers to maximum speed.
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Figure 3-9: Value trajectories [RD 27]

The view of Adner coincides with the view of DST on technology disruption [RD 27]. Although the
method of measuring a DST using value trajectories and indifference curves might be good tool for
explaining technology disruption, it is too complicated to be used as an evaluation tool. Because the
data for the modeling is already hard to determine on hindsight, this is even harder to predict. In
addition, the value trajectory allows for a measurement of three performance dimensions (2 technical
and one cost) which might not be enough for space technologies.

3.5

Scenario Planning Methodology

Through referring to multiple sources Drew begins with his analysis by pointing out that there are
many, sometimes contradictory, studies on how to identify Disruptive Technologies [RD 28]. Because of
this, Drew focuses on how to distinguish DTs but on the requirements for an environment which needs
to be established to enable the identification of Disruptive Technologies. The main part of the paper
thereafter describes on how to create this environment through use of ‘scenario planning’.
As a result of his literature review, Drew summarizes five “core capabilities” required to develop
strategies to cope with disruptive technologies:
1. Foresight into possible future paths of technology and innovation and their accompanying
uncertainties
2. Capacity to absorb and manage new knowledge and to make sense of signals of impending
change from the periphery
3. Creative thinking and strategic analysis skills in management teams
4. Flexibility and agility in decision making and planning for future action
5. Leadership that can build a culture of openness and commitment to change
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To foster these capabilities, Drew suggests to use the so-called ‘scenario planning’ methodology [RD
28]. After originating as methodology to develop military strategies, Shell was the first civil company to
employ scenario planning in the 1970s to prepare for “oil price shocks and major geopolitical events”.
Scenario planning was afterwards adjusted to also cover the field of technology innovation and Drew
recapitulates its current “essence” as:
•

Analysis of multiple views and different perspectives on the future

•

Combination of traditional research with expert opinion and judgment

•

Organizational learning and systems thinking

•

A comprehensive and open approach to understanding competition and the business
environment

•

Consideration of multiple stakeholders and their interests

•

Critical and creative approaches to strategic thinking

•

Use of storytelling and strategic conversation

Adapted to the specifics of disruptive technologies, Drew then derives seven basic steps (cf. Figure
3-10). Through all steps, the most important element is to involve multiple disciplines to be able to
cover all aspects of an analysis and to establish a consistent understanding of the situation.

Figure 3-10: Steps of Scenario Planning [RD 28]

The first step is to define the global scope (time frame, involved parties, resources) after which the focal
issue(s), meaning the specific ideas or problems that are going to be investigated, is/are identified. Step
three clarifies why the topic/technology needs to be considered by identifying key driving forces. As
most analyses cannot cover all involved aspects, it is important to pinpoint unknowns and rank their
importance with respect to each other as well as the overall goal (step four). In step five, up to four
scenarios need to be envisioned, i.e. “how a new technology could be adopted” or “how uncertainties
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could affect the development”, to establish a so-called framework covering a wide range of views on
possible future outcomes. These views are afterwards validated through the test for
consistency/plausibility in step six to form the baseline for the final decision process (step seven,
capability/option planning) on whether or not a technology has the potential become disruptive.
The methodology of Drew [RD 28] focusses mostly on scenario planning for DTs. In the summary, he
states that one of the aspects within his approach is “identifying technologies that are potentially
disruptive”. However, the method in actually provides no tools of how to do this. The whole method
rather focusses on creating three to four scenarios of things that might happen in the future. Because
of this, the method is very hard to apply to DST evaluation because it focusses on general future
scenarios rather than practical technology level evaluation.

3.6

Measuring Disruptiveness Methodology

Govindarajan and Kopalle [RD 29] classify Disruptive Technologies into two classes: low- and high-end.
To be able to cover both types in their current evaluation, the authors defined a conceptualization of
disruptiveness of innovations:
“A Disruptive Technology introduces a different set of features, performance and price attributes
relative to the existing product, an unattractive combination for mainstream customers at the time of
product introduction because of inferior performance on attributes these customers value. A different
customer segment may however, value the new attributes. Subsequent developments over time,
however, raise the new product’s attributes to a level sufficient to satisfy mainstream customers, thus
attracting more of the mainstream market.”
After having conducted studies on how to assess the disruptiveness of innovations the authors
identified five characteristics of disruptive innovations [RD 29]:
1. The innovation underperforms on the attributes mainstream customers value
2. The new features offered by the innovation are not valued by the mainstream customers
3. The innovation typically is more simple and cheaper and is offered at a lower price than existing
products
4. At the time of its introduction, the innovation appeals to a low-end, price-sensitive customer
segment, thus limiting the profit potential for incumbents
5. Over time, further developments improve the innovation’s performance on the attributes
mainstream customers value to a level where the innovation begins to attract more of these
customers
However, in their current evaluation, the authors point out, that these characteristics only apply to socalled low-end disruptions [RD 29]. These low-end disruptions, in contrast to radical disruptions,
improve upon existing products instead of being based on new technologies.
A second remark regarding the previously studied approach is that it can only be applied ex post, i.e.
once the technology already entered the market. The authors propose to utilize the experience from
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these ex post analyses to make ex ante predictions [RD 29]. As the distinct disruptive innovations are
subjects to the companies’ field of expertise, the authors concentrate on evaluating the “type of
company better able to develop such innovations.” To be able to measure this organizational ability,
two variables were identified:
•
•

Customer orientation
Technology opportunism

They derive these two variables from their previous work, stating, that the most important requirements
for disruptive innovation are a clear understanding of the customer’s need as well as the ability to
discover and utilize new technologies [RD 29].
There is no clear method proposed, rather characteristics which a disruptive technology should have.
Even though the characteristics fit to the theory of DSTs, a lack of a described method makes it hard to
be applied. It might be that the method developed in TN01 for measuring performance (perceived
performance mix) is applicable to measuring these characteristics. Because of this, the theory might still
be useful.

3.7

Propositional Framework Methodology

The definition of Disruptive Technologies of Sainio & Puumalainen [RD 30] is based on the view of
Christensen but includes some additions: “the technology enables changes in product characteristics,
added value and product-market positions, destroys the existing competences of a firm, and drives or
enables changes in the value network”. According to the researchers, for this method “the technology
must be strategically important and relevant to the company” to be a Disruptive Technology [RD 30].
This method is very corporate-oriented and therefore selected parts are less applicable to DSTs.
The evaluation method combines the determination of the disruptiveness potential of a technology and
the effect of the technology on the company. The principle of the evaluation method uses a
propositional framework to examine the properties of a technology and to evaluate the potential of
disruptiveness. Therefore, two variables are created: the technology’s disruptiveness potential and its
strategic importance to the firm. These variables become affected by five propositions. The sixth
proposition is an analysis tool for the results of the variables. The propositions, together with the subquestions how the proposition can be answered, are listed below.
Proposition 1: If the technology enables changes in product characteristics and added value, it is
potentially disruptive.
•
•
•
•

Is the value proposition different from other applications in the market?
Does it change the added value to customers?
Does it respond to new customer needs? Does it require the customer to change his or her
behavior?
Is the new knowledge demanded of customers?
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Proposition 2: If the amount of uncertainty related to markets and technology is high, the technology
is potentially disruptive.
•
•
•
•

What is the associated amount of uncertainty related to the technology?
What kinds of factors affect technological uncertainty?
What is the associated amount of uncertainty related to the markets of the technology
applications?
What application-related factors make markets uncertain?

Proposition 3: If the technology enables or drives changes in product-market positions, the technology
is potentially disruptive and of strategic importance to the firm.
•
•
•
•
•

Does the technology change the focus of the mission?
Does it create new markets or customer groups?
Does it cannibalize existing services?
Does it enable new forms of earnings logic?
Is it a product or process innovation? In which product groups?

Proposition 4: If the technology is competence-destroying, it is potentially disruptive and of strategic
importance to the firm.
•
•
•
•

Is the technology competence-destroying or –enhancing? In which competences or resources?
Is it expertise- or knowledge-destroying?
How does it contribute to the knowledge base of the company? Is it a logical continuation of
existing knowledge or does it require new knowledge?
Do commitments to existing technologies limit the use of the technology?

Proposition 5: If the technology drives or enables changes in the position of players in the value
network, it is of strategic importance to the firm.
•
•
•

Does the technology increase or decrease co-dependency in the value network?
Does it change the power positions of the actors in the value network?
Does it require new actors in the network?

Proposition 6: The greater the disruptiveness potential and the greater the strategic importance of the
technology, the more radical the changes in the firm’s business model will be.
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Figure 3-11: Propositional framework [RD 30]

Figure 3-11 shows the structure of the evaluation method; how each proposition (PR) interacts with the
two variables and how these affect the business model of the firm.
Also the second proposition might be applicable to DSTs, although not as much as the first one. This
proposition deals with the uncertainty in the market which might be an indicator for disruptiveness.
Propositions 3, 4 and 5 are too much company oriented to be applicable to DSTs. This is also shown in
Figure 3-11, where it shows that propositions 1, 2 contribute to the disruptive potential, while 3, 4 and
5 contribute to the strategic importance to firms.

3.8

Conclusions

In the present chapter, the analysis with the most promising literature with respect to evaluating and
predicting DTs is described. The methods haven been reviewed on their view of Disruptive
Technologies, methodology used and their fit to evaluating potential DSTs is. So far none of these
methods are empirically proven on their accuracy, thus theoretically any of these methods might lead to
finding DTs. A common factor within all methods is using criteria for evaluating potential technologies
or market factors. In Table 3-2, the different methods, criteria, applicability to DST and correlating view
to the theory of DST is shown. As can be seen, several methods show promising criteria for evaluating
DTs. The most promising criteria are used in the evaluation guidelines for DSTs.
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Table 3-2: Conclusion criteria for potential DTs
Method / Criteria

Applicability to DST *

Seeing What’s Next Methodology
5
1
1

Signals of Change
Competitive Battles
Strategic Choices

SAILS Methodology
2
1
1
1
2

Standards
Architecture
Integration
Linkages
Substitutions

Linear Reservation Space Methodology
4
2
1

Assess performance attributes
Willingness to pay for attribute
Assess buy of new product over time

Value Trajectory Methodology
3
2

Indifference curves
Value trajectory

Scenario Planning Methodology
1
2
3
3
2
2
1

Define scope of planning
Identify focal issues
Identify key driving forces
Classify/rank uncertainties
Develop scenario framework
Test for consistency/plausibility
Capability/option planning

Measuring Disruptiveness Methodology
5
4
4
3

Underperforms on the attributes mainstream customers value
The new features offered by the innovation are not valued by the mainstream customers
Innovation is simple and cheaper
At the time of its introduction, the innovation appeals to a low-end, price-sensitive customer segment
Over time, further developments improve the innovation’s performance on the attributes mainstream customers
value to a level where the innovation begins to attract more of these customers

2

Propositional Framework Methodology
5
4

If the technology enables changes in product characteristics and added value, it is potentially disruptive.
If the amount of uncertainty related to markets and technology is high, the technology is potentially disruptive.
If the technology enables or drives changes in product-market positions, the technology is potentially disruptive
and of strategic importance to the firm.

2
3

If the technology is competence-destroying, it is potentially disruptive and of strategic importance to the firm.
If the technology drives or enables changes in the positions of players in the value network, it is of strategic
importance to the firm.
The greater the disruptiveness potential and the greater the strategic importance of the technology, the more
radical the changes in the firm's business model will be.

2
2

* 1, Not applicable 2,Slightly applicable 3, Reasonably applicable 4, Applicable 5, Very applicable

These criteria or a variation on them will be used for the Evaluation Guidelines for DSTs. In the next
chapter a range of criteria (including the ones identified as applicable to DSTs within this chapter) will
be presented which might indicate a potential for disruptiveness within space technology concepts.
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4 Criteria Definition
This chapter describes the evaluation criteria that measure the disruptiveness of space technology
concepts. Sources of these criteria are the theory of DSTs elaborated in TN01 and the criteria from
different DT prediction methodologies (cf. Chapter 3). The different criteria from these sources are
sorted into the four categories of the macro-environmental domains of the STEP analysis [RD 62]:
•
•
•
•

Social Domain
Technological Domain
Economic Domain
Political Domain

The goal of this chapter is to gather the criteria that indicate a potential for disruptiveness within space
technologies. Only the ones with the highest potential to measure disruptiveness are used in the DST
evaluation guidelines and therefore not all criteria are used. Some of them aim at measuring the
disruptiveness of a DST candidate while others have more of a classification purpose. Additionally, some
criteria require a higher workload than others or need to be applied for an extended period of time in
order to act as an indicator for the measurement of disruptiveness. Nevertheless, the identified criteria
can also be used as a general guideline handbook for evaluating DST candidates. This can be helpful in
regard to later technology evaluation activities within ESA.
In the conclusion of this chapter, the criteria are assessed with respect to the strength of their
disruption indication and the required workload to measure it. Additionally, they are ordered according
to the most promising methods for evaluating DSTs (cf. Chapter 2).

4.1

Social Domain

The factors within the social domain influence technology diffusion within the space sector by
influencing the demand of the technology. This means that if the public perception of a technology
changes, the investment decision makers will be influenced in their technology development decision.
The social domain is fairly weak compared to the other domains but might nonetheless provide an
indicator to disruptiveness. The social domain can be measured according to a range of criteria, which
are be explained and elaborated below.

Criterion 1.1: What is the amount of media attention the DST candidate receives and is there
an increasing trend?
One of the indicators of disruptiveness could be the attention a DST candidate receives, because an
increased attention indicates the extent to which people perceive a technology as useful or valuable.
One way to measure this attention would be to see how much media attention a DST candidate
receives. This criterion counts to the so called soft factors and was derived from the Goal Analysts
method of Section 2.3. This factor should be observed time-dependently since the change over time
can shed light on certain trends (e.g. increasing, stagnating or decreasing trend).
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Criterion 1.2: How many research publications exist on the DST candidate and is there an
increasing trend?
This criterion is derived from the Goal Analysts (Section 2.3). Although media attention is a fairly strong
indicator, they are usually behind the scientific community in describing space technology concepts.
Because of this, it might also be good to check the number of research publications on conference
proceeding or in journals to check the scientific attention a DST candidate receives. This factor should
also be observed time-dependently since the change over time gives information about certain
development trends.

Criterion 1.3: How many patents were filed on a DST candidate or a similar field and is there
an increasing trend?
Similar to criterion 1.1 and 1.2, patents can give some indication on the activity within a certain
technology area. The patent factor however, focuses more on the commercial attention a space
technology receives. This criterion is also described in Section 2.3. This patent analysis can be done by
analyzing patent databases. A measure over time can lead to an insight in trends and thus indicate the
potential for disruptiveness of a space technology concept.

Criterion 1.4: How active is the research field of a DST candidate? (e.g. amount of active
research groups)
Another indicator for measuring disruptiveness (or the potential for disruption) is the observation of the
activity level within the candidate’s research field. How many research groups are active in the research
field of interest? Are there new groups pulling in or out? Are the different R&D budgets increasing or
decreasing over time? Those kinds of questions can give information on the general activity level of the
research field. Although this criterion has some similarities with criterion 1.2, which measures the
research attention through publications, it is listed here since it describes attention within a broader
context.

Criterion 1.5: Does the DST candidate pose an ethical dilemma/ problem? And if so, how
severe is it?
If the usage of the technology creates any ethical dilemmas, public perception might turn and decrease
the potential for disruptiveness. The ethical dilemma focusses on the severity of the risk versus the
potential benefits. For example, sending a nuclear reactor into space might radically improve
performance but a launch failure might contaminate an area with radioactive waste for hundreds of
years.
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Criterion 1.6: Does the use of the DST candidate lead to advantages /disadvantages with
respect to the environment?
Using a technology might lead to advantages or disadvantages to the Earth’s environment. Examples of
this would be toxic chemicals in boosters (disadvantages) or space based solar power, decreasing
dependency on fossil fuels (advantages). Society’s opinion on the benefits of space technologies is
partially governed by these benefits or drawbacks.

Criterion 1.7: Does the use or development of the DST candidate promote global
cooperation?
International cooperation in space can lead to cooperation in a number of other areas as well. Because
of this, space technologies can contribute in creating international understanding and peace. A
technology’s contribution to global cooperation benefits to a technology’s potential for disruptiveness.

Criterion 1.8: Does the DST candidate contribute to the solution of other social problems?
(E.g. depletion of non-renewable resources, healthcare, malnutrition)
Today, our society faces many different problems (e.g. depletion of non-renewable resources,
healthcare, and malnutrition). If a technology can help solve problems, it will be viewed as more
valuable by society and therefore have a higher potential for disruptiveness.

4.2

Technical Domain

The technical domain measures factors like performance and impacts on other systems. The technical
domain is the most important evaluation segment because an over performing technology (in several
different performance attributes or metrics) is essential to disruption. Because of this, the technical
performance of a technology concept versus the state-of-the-art has to be determined. It is important
that the technology does not need to be obviously better than the state-of-the-art (as this would merely
identify a sustaining innovation) rather that a group of customers of the technology finds the
performance more suited to their needs than the state-of-the-art. It is necessary to make a clear
distinction between performance requirements of a technology and performance attributes.
Performance requirements are factors, specific to the space environment, that have to be fulfilled in
order to function. Performance attributes are performance metrics, which differentiate technologies
from each other and cause disruption (e.g. efficiency, thrust, lifetime, mass).

Criterion 2.1: Does the technology fulfill or could it fulfill the technology requirements with
respect to the space environment?
In order to evaluate the possibility of a technology candidate to become a space technology, one
evaluation factor is to assess, if a general suitability for the harsh space environment exists or if the
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technology can be adopted in this direction. Here are some environment requirements that most space
technologies have to fulfill:
o

Function despite high energy radiation (both ionizing and electromagnetic)

o

Resistance against extreme temperatures

o

Function under large and frequent temperature variation

o

Resistance against micrometeoroid and orbital debris impacts

o

Function within a vacuum

o

Cope with shocks and (de)acceleration (during launch and reentry)

o

Cope with limited opportunities for repair or adjustments after launch
Table 4-1: Primairy and secondary performance attributes of selected domains
Primairy performance attributes
Mass
Volume

Lifetime

Secondary performance attributes
Spacecraft Electrical Power
Power output max
Reliability
Durability
Radiation risk (RTGs and Nuclear)
Temperature insensitivity (Solar Cells)
Efficiency (Solar Cells)
Radiation resistance (Solar Cells)
Cell voltage (Batteries)
Charge cycles (Batteries)
Energy density (Batteries)
Storage capacity (Batteries)
Cycle times (Batteries)
On-Board Data Systems
Power consumption
Processing power
Memory
Data storage
Precision
Failure resistance

Materials & Processes
Plasticity
Flexural strength
Conductivity
Corrosion resistance
Specific mass
Compressive strength
Hardness
Thermal conductivity
Propulsion
Specific Impulse
Thrust
Reignitability (Chemical)
Environmental impact (Chemical)
Throttle ability
Reusability (Chemical)
Propellant toxicity (Chemical)
Power consumption (Electric)

Criterion 2.2: Does the technology over perform the state-of-the-art on the perceived
performance mix?
Technologies within the space sector are very diverse and their performance attributes or dimensions
are different for every technology domain. By example of the first step in the methodology from
Schmidt & Dreuhl (Section 3.3), these attributes will have to be found in order to compare the
technology to the state-of-the-art [RD 26]. This is also confirmed within the first proposition of Section
3.6, which states: “If the technology enables changes in product characteristics and added value, it is
potentially disruptive” [RD 29]. The attributes can be divided into primary and secondary attributes; the
primary attributes are shared by all technologies and the secondary attributes are technology domain
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specific. The primary attributes and some of the secondary attributes of the major domains selected in
the search scope in Section 3.3 of TN01 are illustrated in Table 4-1.
Each technology has its own set of secondary attributes, depending entirely on the technology domain
and the potential application. It is essential to assess the importance of these attributes according to
different market segments and assess the performance of a potential DST on the attributes in
comparison with the state of the art. In WP2000, such a method was developed. It is called the
perceived performance mix and it measures the performance of a technology as perceived by a
representative group of customers or market segment (e.g. universities, governmental space agencies,
telecommunication satellite providers, research institutes). The perceived performance mix takes the
form of a radar chart illustrated in Figure 4-1.
Attribute 1
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Potential DST

0

State of the Art

Attribute 4

Attribute 3

Figure 4-1: Example of the potential DST’s and the state of the art’s performance per attribute

If technology has a potential to be disruptive, it has to over perform the state-of-the-art on the
perceived performance mix. In general a technology with a larger surface in a perceived performance
mix, when compared to the state of the art, has a potential to become disruptive.

Criterion 2.3: On which aggregate level does the DST candidate act (material, component,
subsystem, spacecraft, mission, or architecture)?
It might be good to assess the impact of the technology candidate on the space system. Technologies
can influence different aggregate levels, depending on their field of application. For example, a
technology can affect the material (M), component (C), subsystem (S/S), spacecraft (S/C), mission (MI),
or architecture level. The higher the level of aggregation, the higher the impact of a technology or a
technology concept is. Because of this, it is prudent to assess the aggregate level of the technology.
This categorization has been more extensively elaborated in Chapter 3 of TN01.
Criterion 2.4: What is the level of complexity of the DST candidate?
The complexity level can give information about technical challenges a new technology has to face. The
higher the complexity level, the higher are the technical challenges for the development team. These
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technical challenges are standing in direct relation to increasing development costs. A categorization
under the economical domain of the STEP framework could also be done. Nevertheless since the
development costs are already covered, a pure focus on the technical complexity seems advisable.
Criterion 2.5: Does the potential DST enable a new technology or an increased development
rate of another technology?
Technologies can be enablers or catalysts for other developments. For example, carbon nanotubes have
the potential to increase the development rate of technologies within the material science and
electronics domain and potentially enable new technologies like the space elevator. Because of this, if a
technology is an enabling or catalyst technology, it might increase its disruptive potential. These types
of disruption have also been identified as indicators for disruptiveness within Subsection 2.5.5 of TN01.
Criterion 2.6: What is the technology's rate of performance improvement?
An important measure for disruption is the performance improvement of a technology over time. This
will give an indication when, if at all, the potential DST will over perform the state-of-the-art. Although
the signal strength of this criterion is high, it requires a work effort over several years in order to be
effective.
The criterion is based on the theory of S-Curve extrapolation methods in Section 2.1 and the value
trajectory in Section 3.4. With an SMT method approach (compare 2.4.1) from the Counter Punchers a
continuous monitoring of a technology is executed and the performance values are plotted over time.
An example of the performance of a technology plotted and extrapolated is illustrated in Figure 4-2.

Figure 4-2: S-Curves of two DST candidate plotted and extrapolated

Criterion 2.7: What is the maturity of the DST concept?
This criterion examines the maturity of a DST candidate, which correspond with the key findings of the
Precursor Trend Analysis (compare Subsection 2.2.2). In order to evaluate different DST candidates is
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necessary to know at which point in time of the life cycle phase the DST candidate is. This maturity
index is not comparable with the TRL procedure within the space sector, as it measures the state of a
technology before it enters a typically space system development. Indicators for this criterion could be
the level of detail in which the DST candidate is described and how much research effort was already
applied.
Criterion 2.8: What kinds of factors affect technological uncertainty? And what is the
associated amount of uncertainty related to the DST candidate?
This criterion is derived from proposition 2 of the theory of Govindarajan and Kopalle, which was
investigated in Section 3.6 [RD29]. In order to attain a clear view on this issue, one has to consider a
multi factor analysis, which considers all influencing factors that contribute to the uncertainty. Within
this analysis also aspects from the social-, political-, and economic domain need to be considered.
Nevertheless, criterion 2.7 is listed in the technical domain, since technical uncertainties might be
evaluated more easily than the other domains, especially at an early stage of the technology
development. A Best Engineering Estimate (BEE) approach seems to be one time efficient solution for
avoiding an increased work load.
Criterion 2.9: Does the DST candidate have a positive feedback on one or more bottleneck
areas within the space sector? (e.g. space transportation, power conversion and
in-space propulsion)
Bottleneck areas within the space sector are limiting the overall performance level of a space system
and so limiting the overall performance of the space architecture. Some examples of bottleneck areas
are space transportation, power conversion and in-space propulsion. Does the implementation of the
DST candidate have positive feedbacks upon the space system or space architecture (even when it is not
a technology specific to one of the bottleneck areas)?

4.3

Economic Domain

The economic factor measures the monetary aspects of space technologies. DSTs are defined as
technologies that make operations simpler, cheaper, more flexible, and/or more responsive compared
to the dominant technology. Economic aspects are of high importance in identifying space
technologies. A rating on economic factors should encompass whether or not the technology concept
provides significant economic benefits to its users.
The following criteria package deals with the different market types in which a disruptive technology
can occur. As stated in Section 2.2 of TN01, missions are either in the civilian field or in a military
market. These markets are, however, segmented in submarkets, which are again segmented in even
more submarkets. If a technology is potentially disruptive then it should have an application within a set
of missions in one of these markets. Building upon the theory of market encroachment [RD 26], the
signal of change criteria [RD 2], and the specifics of the space sector, the following criteria are derived:
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Criterion 3.1a: Can the DST candidate be transferred from a niche set of applications to a
broader range of applications?
Criterion 3.1b: Does the DST candidate have the potential to be applied to a set of missions
that require a lower performance than the state-of-the-art but are price
sensitive?
Criterion 3.1c: Does the DST candidate have the potential to be applied to a set of missions
that require a higher performance than the state of the art?
Criterion 3.1d: Is the potential DST originally a terrestrial application which has not previously
been applied to the space sector?
The amount of economic benefits is determined by the perceived value of customers (e.g. universities,
governmental space agencies, telecommunication satellite providers, research institutes). This
discrepancy within the perceived value, allows the market to be segmented. The segmentation of the
market leads to different methods of market encroachment for DSTs to be identified, as shown within
the evaluation criteria review (Section 3.3) the following types of criteria, related to different market
encroachments shall be used [RD 26]:
1. Niche-market encroachment (part of the market with different requirements, for example, small
satellites)
2. Low-end encroachment (encroachment in a part of the market, where customers have a lower
willingness to pay for performance, for example, the emergence of commercially available offthe shelf (COTS) parts)
3. High-end encroachment (encroachment in a part of the market where customers have a higher
willingness to pay for performance, for example, Lithium-Ion batteries that are more expensive
than NiH2 batteries but their higher performance makes them more attractive)
4. Fringe encroachment (encroachment in a market that is similar to the mainstream market; for
the space sector, these markets are potential sources for spin-in).
In order to be potentially disruptive, a technology has to fit within one of these markets. Several
researchers have devised methods in order to identify customers of potential DTs and thus identify the
possible market disruption. Christensen, for example, proposes to search for [RD 2]:
1. Undershot (technical performance is not as high as demanded)
2. Overshot (technical performance higher as demanded)
3. Noncustomers (customers whose needs are not being served yet)
The demand of customers of space technologies is, however, not the same as the consumer demand of
products that most DT theory focusses on. As with consumers, the space technologies demand comes
from a need for a solution to a certain problem or challenge. For space technologies, the needs and
challenges are derived from a range of missions.
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Criterion 3.2: What is the size of the potential market for the DST candidate?
A factor determining the success of a technology development is the potential market size (or the
number of potential applications) of a technology. If this is high, then the technology development
costs can be shared over a wide range of areas. If it is small then it could be that the technology might
be too expensive to develop.

Criterion 3.3: What are the costs related to the material required for the technology and how
high are the costs related to the handling of the technology after deployment?
The material characteristics of technology determine the cost of a technology and factors that lower
cost are an indicator for disruptiveness. Because of this, the cost of the material can be essential when
assessing the potential of a DST candidate. In addition the handling cost of a technology can determine
the potential for disruptiveness. For example: green propellants have a lower performance compared to
hydrazine but the handling costs are much lower.

Criterion 3.4: How high are the costs related to the development of the DST candidate?
Development costs are an essential indicator for evaluating technologies. Although the pure
development costs are too complex to be an indicator for measuring the level of disruptiveness of a DST
candidate, it can give additional information with respect to the adaption probability towards a space
technology. The precision or accuracy of the development cost estimate is rather rough, especially
when the uncertainty within the DST candidate’s environment is high. Nevertheless, a Rough order of
Magnitude (RoM) estimate in this category is helpful for the overall evaluation.

Criterion 3.5: How many potential applications with respect to space sector does the DST
candidate inhabit? Does the technology provide a new value compared to the
state-of-the-art?
This criterion is an adopted disruptive indicator of proposition 3 from Section 3.6. The criterion deals
with the number of possible additional applications or features of a DST candidate when implemented
in the space sector. By space sector several different aggregated levels can be meant, which are
described in criterion 2.3 (the material- (M), component- (C), subsystem- (S/S), spacecraft- (SC), mission(MI) or architecture (A) level). For example a DST candidate could act on component level (e.g. a new
electric power storage system), but furthermore the technology could be implemented (in a modified
manner) within a component of the structure subsystem (e.g. a deployable boom). Even jumps between
the aggregated levels might be thinkable, like from SC to MI, or rather common from M to C. So, this
criterion measures the added value of the DST candidate with respect to additional features that the
technology could inhabit.
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Criterion 3.6: Does the DST candidate have adjoining or partnering technology areas and
what is the size and growth rate of this area(s)?
This criterion investigates the surrounding research environment of the DST candidate. An adjoining or
partnering technology area could have similar research goals and similar development objectives than
the DST candidate (compare Figure 4-3).

Figure 4-3: Example of a beneficial relationship of partnering research fields with respect to a DST
candidate.

The DST candidate can benefit from research results within the partnering research domain. Here, it is
necessary not only to identify the partnering research areas, but also to evaluate the size (and so the
research output) and the time dependent growth rate (if present). For example could be a new
innovative satellite fuel cell technology benefit from the research results of the automobile industry,
which has a rather big research budget dedicated to fuel cell research within cars.

4.4

Political Domain

Section 2.2 of TN01 concludes that technology development is highly influenced by governments and
thus political decisions. Because of this, the political domain is a fairly strong influence on the
development of technologies.

Criterion 4.1: Does the DST candidate fit within the European space policy?
This political influence within the European space sector is documented within the European space
policy. This policy is influenced by the representatives of participating nations and can be viewed as the
overall strategy of the European space sector. It has identified that Europe must be able to respond to
global challenges and to play a global role. This overall strategy results in the following objectives:
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•

To develop and exploit space applications serving Europe's public policy objectives and the
needs of European enterprises and citizens, including in the field of environment, development
and global climate change

•

To meet Europe's security and defense needs as it regards space

•

To ensure a strong and competitive space industry, which fosters innovation, growth and the
development and delivery of sustainable, high quality, cost-effective services

•

To contribute to the knowledge-based society by investing strongly in space-based science and
playing a significant role in the international exploration endeavor

•

To secure unrestricted access to new and critical technologies, systems, and capabilities in order
to ensure independent European space applications

Criterion 4.2: Does the DST candidate fit within the technology objectives from ESA?
These objectives translated into a technology development strategy will result in the following:
“Technology development is an enabling activity. The objectives are to prepare future programs,
strengthen European competitiveness, avoid dependence, balance innovation and product development
/ improvement, and benefit from spin-in” [RD 32]
Supporting this quote are ESA’s technology objectives derived from the ESA Technology Strategy and
Long-Term Plan [RD 32]:
1

Prepare and enable future space programs

2

Foster innovation in architectures of space systems, identification of disruptive technologies, and
development of new concepts

3

Support competitiveness of industry in the European institutional and in the global commercial
markets

4

Ensure European technology non-dependence / ensure the availability of European sources for
critical technologies

5

Leverage technological processes and innovations outside the space sector to use and adapt
them to design new space systems (spin-in); foster technology transfer for space to non-space
applications (spin-off)

New technologies developments (and thus also DST candidates) have to fit within these policies in order
to have a chance of being developed. Because of this, fitting in the European space policy can be seen
as an important indicator for a potential DST. While the European space policy determines the direction
and the strategy of the European space sector, the technology objectives state a very clear line along
which technologies have to be developed. If a concept has a high potential for disruptiveness, it should
fit in the policy stated by the governing bodies as well as the technology objectives.
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Figure 4-4: Historical changes of Major Policy Logics and Institution by Suzuki (2003)

Criterion 4.3: What is the technology’s robustness against policy changes?
Technology concepts only become disruptive after a significant period of time. Due to this long
development time, the chance of changing policies is high. Because of this, a short summary will be
given of Suzuki’s research results documented in: Policy Logics and Institutions of European Space
Collaboration [RD 34]. This research has traced the evolution of European space collaboration from the
early 1960s. Together with the European space sector, the leadership and consequently policy making
changed. Suzuki identified six different types of ruling policy logics, which influence decision making:
Logic of Science,

Space technology should support the science community and be a platform for
new discoveries.

Logic of Technology, Space technology should support European citizens and companies through spin
off.
Logic of Autonomy,

The European space sector should be independent from other space faring
agencies.

Logic of Commerce,
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Logic of Military,

Space technology should support military goals.

Logic of Finance,

Space technology should be developed according to budgets stated by the
national agencies. And investments of national agencies should be returned to
the nations industry according to the concept of 'juste retour'.

As can be seen in Figure 4-41, in 2003 the Logic of Commerce, Finance and Autonomy were dominant
in the European space sector. This logic seems to have perceived today with an increase leadership of
EU within the European Space Sector. Based in the history of policies in the European space sector, the
logic will almost certainly change again in the future. Therefore, when evaluating a technology, not
only current policies should be considered but also possible future changes in policies.
Criterion 4.4: Are there any significant investments (monetary or human capital) in the
dominant technology, which prevent decision makers from investing in the DST
candidate?
Govindarajan and Kopalle identified that commitments to existing technologies might limit the use of
the potential disruptive technology [RD 29]. Within the space sector this factor is especially strong as
technologies require an extensive investment in human capital and equipment. This initial investment
and the common resistance to cannibalize existing technology development is an inhibiting factor
against technology development [RD 63].

4.5

Conclusion

In the present chapter, the analysis of a range of criteria is described, which could be used for
measuring the potential of technology concepts for disruptiveness. The criteria are arranged according
to the four domains of the STEP analysis (Social, Technology, Economic and Political). All the different
criteria are analyzed and a summary of this analysis is illustrated in
Table 4-2. This table shows the different criteria and their applicability to measure the potential for
disruptiveness of space technology concepts. This applicability is measured on a 10 point scale and
represents the strength of the indicator or factor that the criteria measures. As can be seen, there are
several strong indicators and several weaker ones. The aim is to use the strongest and most applicable
criteria in the Evaluation Guidelines.
The results of the criteria analysis is illustrated in the graph in Figure 4-5. This graph lists the different
criteria on a measuring strength versus work effort axis.
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Figure 4-5: Graph indicating the strength and work effort of every criterion

Chapter 2 shows the selection of the Delphi Method, Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) and the
Scanning, Monitoring and Tracking technique (SMT) as the most promising methods to evaluate DSTs.
Table 4-2 shows the methods and the criteria that are most suitable for them. In addition to the
selected methods, a desk research method was added, which will provide some background
information concerning the DST during the Delphi method process. The SMT will not be implemented
within this research as it is an effort over a longer period of time, which does not fall within the scope
of this research. It is nonetheless recommendable that ESA implements an SMT system to monitor DSTs
development over a longer period of time.
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Table 4-2: Conclusion table of criteria selection
#

1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.6
1.7
1.8

2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5
2.6
2.7
2.8
2.9

3.1a
3.1b
3.1c
3.1d
3.2
3.3
3.4
3.5
3.6
4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4

Factors and Criteria
Social**
What is the amount of media attention the DST candidate receives and is there an
increasing trend?
How many research publications exist on the DST candidate and is there an increasing
How many patents were filed on a DST candidate or a similar field and is there an
increasing trend?
How active is the research field of a DST candidate? (e.g. amount of active research
Does the DST candidate pose an ethical dilemma/ problem? And if so, how severe is it?
Does the use of the DST candidate lead to advantages /disadvantages with respect to the
environment?
Does the use or development of the DST candidate promote global cooperation?
Does the DST candidate contribute to the solution of other social problems? (E.g.
depletion of non-renewable resources, healthcare, malnutrition)
Technical**
Does the technology fulfill or could it fulfill the technology requirements with respect to the
space environment?
Does the technology over perform the state-of-the-art on the perceived performance
On which aggregate level does the DST candidate act (material, component, subsystem,
spacecraft, mission, or architecture)?
What is the level of complexity of the DST candidate?
Does the potential DST enable a new technology or an increased development rate of
another technology?
What is the technology's rate of performance improvement?
What is the maturity of the DST concept?
What kinds of factors affect technological uncertainty? And what is the associated
amount of uncertainty related to the DST candidate?
Does the DST candidate have a positive feedback on one or more bottleneck areas within
the space sector? (e.g. space transportation, power conversion and in-space propulsion)
Economical**
Can the DST candidate be transferred from a niche set of applications to a broader range
of applications?
Does the DST candidate have the potential to be applied to a set of missions that require
a lower performance than the state-of-the-art but are price sensitive?
Does the DST candidate have the potential to be applied to a set of missions that require
a higher performance than the state of the art?
Is the potential DST originally a terrestrial application which has not previously been
applied to the space sector?
What is the size of the potential market for the DST candidate?
What are the costs related to the material required for the technology and how high are
the costs related to the handling of the technology after deployment?
How high are the costs related to the development of the DST candidate?
How many potential applications with respect to space sector does the DST candidate
inhabit? Does the technology provide a new value compared to the state-of-the-art?
Does the DST candidate have adjoining or partnering technology areas and what is the
size and growth rate of this area(s)?
Political**
Does the DST candidate fit within the European space policy?
Does the DST candidate fit within the technology objectives from ESA?
What is the technology’s robustness against policy changes?
Are there any significant investments (monetary or human capital) in the dominant
technology, which prevent decision makers from investing in the DST candidate?

Strength*Work effort Delphi SMT

Desk
research

5
6

low
low

x
x

(x)
(x)

4
5
2

medium
medium
low

x
x

(x)
(x)

x

4
2

low
low

x
x

3

low

x

4
10

medium
medium

x
x

x
x

4
6

medium
medium

x

x
x

7
9
5

medium
high
medium

x

6

x

6

high
low/
medium

8

medium

x

8

medium

x

8

medium

x

8
7

medium
high

3
7

medium
high

7

medium

5

high

3
4
4

low
low
medium

x
x

6

low

x

x

x
x

x

x
x

x

x
x
x

x
x
x
x

x

* Signal strength with respect to measuring the potential disruptiveness of a DST candidate; 10 Point scale: 1-3 low, 4-6 medium, 7-10 high signal strength
**Preselection domains of the AHP technique
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5 Evaluation Guidelines
In this chapter, the evaluation guidelines used to assess space technology concepts for their
disruptiveness are described. These guidelines are created using the methods and criteria researched
and elaborated on in previous chapters. All of these methods and criteria have been appraised on their
applicability to DST concepts and the most promising methods and criteria are combined within the
evaluation guidelines.
The evaluation process starts with a database of potential DSTs, the steps involved in creating this
database are described in TN03. On the technologies from this database, an AHP will be used in order
to pre-select the most promising technologies (cf. Sub-subsection 2.4.3.1). The result of the AHP will be
a ranking of the technologies on technology domains.
From each technology domain set in the search scope of TN01 (Spacecraft Electrical Power, Materials &
Processes, Propulsion and On-Board Data Systems), the top 5 potential DSTs are selected and used as
input for the Delphi method. Experts from each domain are identified and their participation in the
method is requested. The Delphi involves several iterative rounds, whose aim it is to achieve a
consensus among the experts. The iterative rounds are supported by desk research, which is providing
background information on the technologies. In general, all methods are structured around the STEP
framework elaborated in Chapter 4. The results of these three methods (AHP, Delphi and desk
research) form the basis for ESA’s candidate selection for the roadmap process (cf. TN05). The overall
logic of the evaluation guidelines is illustrated in Figure 5-1.

Figure 5-1: Overview of Evaluation Guideline
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5.1

Pre-Selection of Potential DSTs (Analytic Hierarchy Process)

This potential DST database will be evaluated using the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP), which was
identified in Chapter 2 as an evaluation method with high potential for space technologies. As
described before, AHP is a method for multi-criteria decision analysis [RD 20]. It involves the reduction
of complex decisions to a series of pair-wise comparisons, when synthesizing the results, decisionmakers arrive at the best decision with a clear rationale for it. Users of the AHP first decompose their
decision problem into a hierarchy of more easily comprehendible sub-problems, each of which can be
analyzed independently. Once the hierarchy is built, the decision makers systematically evaluate its
various elements by comparing two elements to each other. In making the comparisons, the decision
makers can use concrete data concerning the elements, or they can use their judgments about the
elements' relative meaning and importance. It is the essence of the AHP that human judgments, and
not just the underlying information, can be used in performing the evaluations. The selection panel in
this case will be the decision makers, which for this research will be the DST project members and a
selection of internal DLR experts. This process will serve as the pre-selection of DST candidates for the
Delphi process. Like explained in Chapter 4, the overall factors of the STEP analysis will be used as
evaluation criteria for AHP evaluation. The process and the factors will shortly be explained to the
participants as described in Annex 1. An overview of the AHP method is illustrated below.

Figure 5-2: AHP overview
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5.1.1 AHP Weighting Factors
After formulating the domains, they have to be weighted according to their importance following a
method called pairwise comparison. These evaluations are then transformed into so called priorities, i.e.
weight factors that will be used for calculation of the weighted score for each technology. These
factors are checked on their consistency [RD 46].
Table 5-1: Pairwise comparison of the AHP criteria
Social

1 Technical

Social

1 Economic

Social

1 Political

Technical

4 Economic

Technical

6 Political

Economic

3 Political

Technical factors are much more important than social factors because they determine if a DST
9 is better than the state of the art. Weight: 9
Economic factors are more important than Social factors because a decrease in any form of
5 costs makes the technology more interesting for development. Weight: 5
Since political factors are highly important within the space sector, it has a moderate
4 increased performance over social factors. Weight: 4
Technical factors are more important than economic factors because a DST might also be a
1 high-end encroachment. Weight: 4
Technical factors are strongly more important than political factors because they determine
1 the value of a technology. Weight: 6
Economic factors are slightly more important than Political factors because an important
1 factor for political decisions are economic factors Weight: 3

As a first step, the criteria are pairwise compared to receive relative weights to each other, but only in
pairs. For the mentioned criteria of this AHP application, Table 5-2 shows the comparisons and the
respective scores. The values are derived from the table illustrated in Table 5-2.
Table 5-2: The fundamental scale for pairwise comparisons
Intensity of Importance

Definition

Explanation

1

Equal importance

Two elements contribute equally to the objective

3
5
7
9

Experience and judgment moderately favor one
element over another
Experience and judgment strongly favor one
Strong importance
element over another
One element is favored very strongly over another,
Very strong importance
its dominance is demonstrated in practice
The evidence favoring one element over another is
Extreme importance
of the highest possible order of affirmation
Moderate importance

With these scores a comparison matrix can be set up, which is then used to calculate the priorities, i.e.
actual weights, for the AHP process (compare Figure 2-9). The matrix corresponding to Table 5-2 is
given in Figure 5-3.
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Technical Political Economic
Technical
1
6
4
Political
1/6
1
1/3
Economic
1/4
3
1
Social
1/9
1/4
1/5

Social
9
4
5
1

Figure 5-3: Priorities Matrix for the AHP

The priorities for the individual criteria are then calculated via the eigenvalues and eigenvectors. They
are the components of the normalized eigenvector of the priorities matrix. As a first step the following
equation is solved:
�𝐀x − 𝜆𝐄� = 0,

where A denotes the Priorities Matrix, E the Unity-Matrix and x the solution vector, whereas 𝜆 signifies
the eigenvalue. With the above given matrix, the equation becomes:
1−λ
1/6
� 1/4
1/9

4
6
9
1 − λ 1/3
4
3
5 �=0
1−λ
1/4
1/5 1 − λ

From this, the characteristic polynom can be formulated and the solutions, 𝜆 be determined as
eigenvalues. This matrix’s real eigenvalues can be calculated to -0.16972 and 4.18071, of these two
only the positive eigenvalue bears real importance. Consequently only one eigenvector exists, which is
(0.92488 016721 0.33497 0.06651)T. As the priorities, i.e. weights, need to have a sum of exactly
1 (i.e. 100%), this vector is then normalized with its sum (here: 1.49357) to gain a vector with a sum of
1. Therefore the priorities are then:
•
•
•
•

Social: 0.04454
Technical: 0.61924
Economic: 0.22427
Political: 0.11195

As the previous scores for each criterion has been selected more or less arbitrarily on the evaluators’
discretion, the result needs to be checked on its consistency, which is achieved by comparison with a
random matrix [RD 46], i.e. a Random Consistency Index (RI). For this first of all a consistency index CI
for the given matrix is calculated via the formula:
𝐶𝐼 =

𝑘−𝑛
,
𝑛−1

where n is the number of dimensions of the comparison matrix (here 4) and k the eigenvalue (here:
4.18071). Consequently for the above matrix, CI = 0.06024. For a four-dimensional matrix RI becomes
0.9 [RD 46] and therefore the consistency ratio (CR) can be calculated to:
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𝐶𝑅 =

𝐶𝐼
0.06024
=
= 0.06693 < 10%
𝑅𝐼
0.9

CR is smaller than 10% and therefore the criteria can be considered to have been weighted in a
consistent way [RD 46].

5.1.2 Measuring of AHP
In the subsections above, the different factors that measure the disruptiveness of a concept are outlined
and the calculation of their priorities is shown. The overall AHP hierarchy is depicted in Figure 5-4 along
with the priorities as determined in the previous subsection.

Figure 5-4: AHP hierarchy of DST Guidelines

The factors will be weighted upon by decision makers, which in this case will be a panel of DST experts
who are working on the DST project, combined with other internal more experienced space technology
experts. They will provide a rating on a 10 point scale, ranging from zero to ten that will lead to a
rating per potential DST adjusted by the weights of the different criteria.
The ratings of the different panel members will be averaged. After this, a final ranking of the potential
DSTs will be done showing the concepts with the highest potential of becoming disruptive. The top five
of the technology concepts for each technology domain will then be analyzed according to a
customized Delphi method. This method is described in the next section.

5.2

Delphi Method

The Delphi method as part of the evaluation guidelines enables, by expert opinions, the analysis of
twenty of the highest potential DSTs in different domains through several iterations. Several steps have
been identified within the Delphi process and are derived below. This process is more extensively
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described in TN04, as experience while doing the method leads to additional insights which at the
writing of this TN has not been gained yet. An overview of the Delphi method is illustrated below.

Figure 5-5: Delphi overview

5.2.1 Step One: Selection of Experts
The aim is to get five experts per technology domain to rate potential DSTs on the criteria elaborated
before, which will determine the disruptiveness of a technology concept. Every technology domain will
be subject to its own Delphi Method session. The technology experts who are asked in the technology
survey, if they would be willing to participate in further studies, will potentially be selected as experts
for their respective domain. In selecting the experts, several bias factors have to be taken into account.
Although the Delphi method eliminates social bias through anonymity, there is still the issue of
individual bias, which has to be dealt with. The individual bias is caused by the individual characteristics
of experts who provide ratings for the Delphi method. In this subsection an elaboration will be given on
how to mitigate different forms of bias in the selection of experts for the method.
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To make sure the forecast offered by this research is as accurate as possible, individual biases will have
to be mitigated as much as possible. This means that, when selecting a team of experts to participate in
the Delphi method, attention must be given to personal, age, cultural and linguistic bias. These biases
and the method to mitigate them are elaborated next.
Personal bias
It could be that experts have a personal interest in the outcome of the evaluation and are therefore
tend to answer in favor of this personal interest. Therefore mitigating this bias will involve the selection
of experts without any personal gain the selection of any of the technology concepts.
Age bias
Young people are more future-oriented than people from an older generation [RD 57] [RD 58]. This age
bias could lead to a forecasting error as the older generation has a more conservative view than the
youth on the possible future. Younger people are more accurate in predicting the long-term future,
while older people with more experience see patterns more easily and are better in predicting the nearfuture [RD 58]. Supporting this is the first-law of Clarke:
“When a distinguished but elderly scientist states that something is possible, he is almost certainly right.
When he states that something is impossible, he is very probably wrong.”[RD 59]
This research adopts the view that just because the forecast is biased, it does not always mean that it is
incorrect. Therefore one of the approaches to use the age bias in forecasting to our advantage is to
consider the time horizon of the forecast and assign the appropriate generation to forecast them. For
example long term forecast should be done by a younger generation while short term forecasts should
be done by the more experienced older generation. In light of the medium term forecast in this
research, a mixed aged team of experts is preferred.
Cultural Bias
Another form of individual bias is cultural bias as this has an influence on forecasting [RD 60]. This bias
is related to considerable differences in values, beliefs, norms and worldviews in societies around the
world. These differences could lead to alternate views on what the future holds. When selecting the
forecasting participants, special attention has to be paid to their cultural influences. It would be wise to
use as internationally orientated participants as possible as to reduce the cultural bias. Because of the
context of this research, all technologies will be implemented within the European space sector.
Therefore the selection of the experts might be better to focus on European candidates when there is a
choice.

5.2.1 Step Two: Design of Delphi Method
The creation of the Delphi method involves the generation of datasheets, writing an expert manual and
providing background technology information. The data sheets require input from the criteria identified
in Chapter 4 as being most applicable to the Delphi method.
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The most important indicator for disruptiveness is the measuring of the perceived performance of a
potential DST. Before the Delphi method starts, the secondary performance attributes of a technology
need to be determined through desk research. To make sure the chosen performance attributes for the
technology are correct, a validation will be done by the experts. They will be asked if the chosen
attributes are the ones that they value as most important when determining the value of a technology.
In addition the experts have the possibility to add options in order to make sure all relevant attributes
are covered.
Following, a ranking with respect to the performance attributes is performed. The method to do this is
by allowing the experts to distribute 100 points among all attributes, giving the highest points to the
most important attributes. From this, a ranking of the attributes can be generated and a radar chart can
be created with the performance attributes. An example of this is listed below:
Attribute 1
50

45

40

35

30

25

Attribute 5

20

15

Attribute 2

10

5

0

Attribute 4

Attribute 3

Figure 5-6: Example of values of a performance attributes

In addition to the perceived performance, also other criteria, identified in Chapter 4 will be used. These
focus the different domains from the STEP analysis.

5.2.2 Step Three: Expert Rating Rounds
After the selection of experts and the creating of the evaluation matrix, the first round of expert ratings
can be initiated. The scoring matrix, detailed information about the technologies and a scoring guide
will be send to the participants. This will be the first round in the Delphi process. After the first round of
the Delphi Method session the results will be processed. The average of all answers will be calculated
and compared to the individual results of each participant. Extreme deviants will be sent back to the
participants in asking of clarification for their deviation. This will give them the option of revising their
answers or explain why they think their original opinion was correct. This will be the second round and
this process will be repeated until either a consensus is reached or experts agree to disagree. The
number of revision rounds depends on the amount of discrepancies between the ratings of the experts.
Each round will aim at further clarifying the overall opinion of the experts. After the iteration rounds,
the results of the Delphi Method will be summarized and sent to the participants. The results of the end
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rating of the Delphi method will be put forward to ESA, which then has to decide which technologies
they want to see within the Roadmapping process.

5.2.3 Desk research
Desk research is the summary, collation and/or synthesis of existing research. Desk research provides
the initial technology profile in addition to technology information, to the experts participating in
Delphi method. Purpose of this research is to provide more background information on a DST
candidate. Within the criteria definition in Chapter 4, several criteria are defined as being applicable to
evaluating DST candidates. The criteria identified here are more of the categorization kind and often
have a relative low strength of measurement, but can nonetheless provide extra information concerning
the technology to experts. This information could take the form of:
•
•
•
•

Trends in media, journal, patent publications
Background information on the technology (e.g. performance, complexity, maturity)
Market information (e.g. market size and potential, encroachment type, cost)
Mapping of political issues influencing the technology

Information on these topics will be provided on an arbitrary basis, as not to cause an information
overload to the experts. When information is relevant and indicates a disruption, it shall be delivered to
the experts. For example if experts disagree on the scoring of a criteria, an additional piece of
information or an analysis might be send in order to facilitate the reaching of a consensus.

5.2.4 Step Four: Measuring of Delphi Results
The final step involves the ranking of the concept’s performance on the chosen attributes. In this, the
ratings of the participants on a 10 point scale per attribute are measured in a matrix. The measuring of
the expert opinions on the criteria elaborated in Chapter 4 is based on the concept scoring method [RD
22]. Chapter 2 identified this method as a high potential evaluation method and is used as a framework
for measuring the final expert opinions with the Delphi method. The concept scoring method is chosen
because of its simplicity and its capability to rank concepts according to expert opinions. An example of
the final scoring method is illustrated in Figure 5-8.
The matrix has several fixed-, and several technology domain specific criteria. These technology domain
specific criteria are illustrated by in the perceived performance mix. The matrix will use a weighted
factor to adjust the level importance of these criteria. These weighted factors will be determined in WP
5000 using the same method as the weighting of the AHP.
The purpose of the matrix is to rank concepts and to do this all answers have to be quantified. All
criteria can be compared to the current state-of-the-art and scored on a basis of over or under
performance. Over performing the current state-of-the-art will result in a score of 50 or more. A score
of above 50 will indicate a potential for disruptiveness of a technology concept, with the higher the
score, the higher the potential. The scoring of the criteria will be according to the rating scale illustrated
in Figure 5-7.
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Rating Relative performance
0

Much worse than the state-of-the-art

3

Worse than the state-of-the-art

5

Same as the state-of-the-art

8

Better than the state-of-the-art

10

Much better than the state-of-the-art
Figure 5-7: Scoring Matrix

The scoring matrix relies on the end results of the expert rounds and calculates a total score through
weighted criteria and weighted scores. The resulting score is on a 10 point rating scale. Any score
above 5 will indicate a DST candidate is better than the state-of-the-art. When multiple technology
concepts out of a technology domain are analyzed, the highest score has the highest potential to
become disruptive.
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Technology type

Technology Domain
#
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4

Evaluation criteria
1 Social
Does the DST candidate pose an ethical dilemma/ problem? And if so, how severe is it?
Does the use of the DST candidate lead to advantages /disadvantages with respect to the environment?
Does the use or development of the DST candidate promote global cooperation?
Does the DST candidate contribute to the solution of other social problems? (E.g. depletion of non-renewable resources, healthcare,
*** To be completed ***

2
2.1
2.2
2.2.1
2.2.2
2.2.3
2.3
2.4
2.5
2.6

3.1

Technology 1
Technology 2
Technology 3
Weighted
Weighted
Weighted
Weight Rating
score Rating
score Rating
score
6%
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD

Subtotal

0%

Technical
Does the technology fulfill or could it fulfill the technology requirements with respect to the space environment?
Does the technology over perform the state-of-the-art on the perceived performance mix?
Attribute 1
Attribute 2
Attribute n
What is the level of complexity of the DST candidate?
Does the potential DST enable a new technology or an increased development rate of another technology?
What kinds of factors affect technological uncertainty? And what is the associated amount of uncertainty related to the DST candidate?
Does the DST candidate have a positive feedback on one or more bottleneck areas within the space sector? (e.g. space transportation, power
conversion and in-space propulsion)
*** To be completed ***

60%
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD

Subtotal

0%

3 Economic
What is the size of the potential market for the DST candidate?
*** To be completed ***

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

22%
TBD

0%

4 Political
Does the DST candidate fit within the European space policy?
Does the DST candidate fit within the technology objectives from ESA?
Are there any significant investments (monetary or human capital) in the dominant technology, which prevent decision makers from investing
4.3 in the DST candidate?
*** To be completed ***
4.1
4.2

11%
TBD
TBD

Subtotal

TBD

0%

Total

Figure 5-8: Rating table for the Delphi method (TBD: To Be Defined)
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5.3

Summary

In this chapter, the evaluation guidelines for identifying the potential for disruptiveness of space
technology concepts are described. These guidelines are created using the criteria and methods
researched and described in respectively Chapters 2 and 4. These criteria are categorized according to
the STEP-Framework, which is used throughout the evaluation guidelines. The overall process of
technology search and selection is illustrated in Figure 5-9, using multiple methods, which funnel the
amount of concepts and selects the most promising DSTs.
In general, AHP and Delphi are used as building blocks for the guidelines. These two methods
combined, with support from desk research, form the Evaluation guidelines for DSTs. The evaluation
process starts with a database of potential DSTs, the steps involved in creating this database are
elaborated in WP 4100. From this database, an AHP will be used in order to pre-select the most
promising technologies (cf. Section 5.1). This is done, because evaluating a large set technologies might
be too time consuming to perform with a more complex method like for example Delphi.
The result of the AHP will be a ranking of the technologies in their technology domain. From every
domain set in the search scope of TN01 (Spacecraft Electrical Power, Materials & Processes, Propulsion
and On-Board Data Systems), the top 5 are selected and used as input for the Delphi method.
The Delphi process starts with identifying and enlisting experts from every domain for the iterative
evaluation rounds of the Delphi method (cf. Section 5.2). The iterative rounds will be supported by a
desk research, which will provide background information about the technology. After the results of
the Delphi method, the highest potential DSTs will be presented to ESA, which will have to decide what
technologies they would like to see developed in the Roadmapping phase (cf. TN05).
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Figure 5-9: Overview of Search, Evaluation and Roadmapping (Red concepts are potential DSTs)
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Annex 1: Evaluation Guide for AHP
When opening the Excel file, a list of technologies, with a description, advantage/disadvantages,
disruption type, technology domain and maturity can be seen. In addition, there are four columns
which represent the performance of a technology of several domains. These domains are:
•
•
•
•

Social Domain
Technological Domain
Economic Domain
Political Domain

These domains need to be answered according to the scoring scale illustrated below:
Rating Relative performance
0

Much worse than the state-of-the-art

3

Worse than the state-of-the-art

5

Same as the state-of-the-art

8

Better than the state-of-the-art

10

Much better than the state-of-the-art

This scale allows for a measurement which compares the situation with the technologies which are
being used today, or state-of-the-art, to the Disruptive Space Technology candidate. The aim here is to
check if it over performs or under performs over the state-of-the-art. The description of the factors is
listed below:

Social
The European space sector has to abide to certain social rules. Social factors influence technology
diffusion within the space sector by influencing the demand of the technology in either a positive or
negative way. A number of possible social factors are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Environment
Depletion of energy sources
Human wellbeing
Healthcare
Malnutrition
Overpopulation
Waste management
Disaster mitigation
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On the one hand, if a technology can help solve problems in this social context, it has a higher potential
for disruptiveness. On the other hand if a technology contributes to one of these social problems, it will
have a lower potential for disruptiveness. In this case, the technology should be compared to the
current state-of-the-art (e.g. technologies in use today) within the evaluation. A lower than 5 score on
this factor would mean that the technology will worsen social problems than the state of the art, while
a higher than 5 score means it would (contribute to) solve social problems.

Technical
The technical factor is the most important factor, because an over performing technology (in several
different performance indicators) is essential to disruption. Because of this, the technical performance
of a technology concept versus the state-of-the-art will have to be determined. It is important that the
technology does not need to be obviously better than the state-of-the-art rather that a group of
customers of the technology would find the performance more suited to their needs than the state of
the art. A lower than 5 score on this factor would mean that the technology underperforms upon the
state of the art, while a higher than 5 score means it over performs.

Economic
Disruptive Space Technologies are defined as technologies that make operations simpler, cheaper, more
flexible and/or more responsive compared to the incumbent technology. Because of this, economic
aspects are of high importance in identifying space technologies. A rating on the economic factor
should encompass whether or not the technology concept provides significant economic benefits to its
users. A lower than 5 score on this factor would mean that the technology will cost the user more than
the state of the art, while a higher than 5 score means it costs less.

Political
The development of technologies is highly influenced by governments and thus political decisions. This
political influence is documented in the European space policy. The European space policy is influenced
by the representatives of participating nations that are a part of the ESA. The ESA European space
policy can be seen as the overall strategy of the European space sector. The European Space policy is
defined as follows:
•

To develop and exploit space applications serving Europe's public policy objectives and the
needs of European enterprises and citizens, including in the field of environment, development
and global climate change

•

To meet Europe's security and defense needs as it regards space

•

To ensure a strong and competitive space industry, which fosters innovation, growth and the
development and delivery of sustainable, high quality, cost-effective services
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•

To contribute to the knowledge-based society by investing strongly in space-based science and
playing a significant role in the international exploration endeavor

•

To secure unrestricted access to new and critical technologies, systems and capabilities in order
to ensure independent European space applications

For new technologies this means that they have to fit within these policies in order to have a chance of
being developed. For a concept to have a high potential for disruptiveness, it should fit within the policy
stated by the governing bodies. A lower than 5 score on this factor would mean that the technology
will fit less with the policy than the state of the art, while a higher than 5 score means it fits better.
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